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1. INTROUUCTIOK

The essential idea for the understanding
of t.he infrared divergence
problem
was first brought out by Bloch and Eordsieck in their famous paper,
p&li&ed
a 1iMle over two decades ago (1) . In brief, t,his idea is t,hat in any practical
experiment involving charged particles it is impossible to specify complet,ely
the:
final stat.e of the system. Because individual phot,ons cm bc emitted
with
arbit.rarily small energies, there will always he a possibility that some photons will
escape detection. In fact, they showed that the probability
that only a finit,e
number of photons will escape detection is precisely zero; this is due t,o t,he
infrared divergence associat’ed wit,h the soft’ virtual photons. On the other hand,
when the cross se&ion is summed over all possible final states compatible with
t.he detection arrangement, including all possibilities for the undetected photons,
a nonvanishing result is obt)ained. In fact, t’hey showed that the observed cross
section is very nearly the cross section t’hat would be obtained if all radiative
correct.ions are ignored. This is t,he well-known
cancellation between the real
and virtual infrared divergences. It is the int.ent.ion of t,he present paper to give
a modern field theoretical treat#ment’ of the infrared divergence phenomena. No
attempt will be made to give a complete historical review; for such a review and
bibliography, the reader is referred to the excellent paper by Jauch and Rohrlich (2).
For purposes of orientat,ion, let us recall briefly the semi-classical arguments
which predict the infrared divergence phenomena. For example, suppose an
elect,ron in motion is deflected due t,o it#s interact’ion with a potential. The
Lorentz-contractfed
proper field of the electron will be altered by the collision,
and the change in t.he proper field will be emitted as electromagnetic radiation.
For sufliciently long wavelengths
(ka << 1, where k is t,he wave number and a is
a dimension of t,he scattering region), the radiation can be calculated without
knowledge of the details of the trajeat’ory in t,he scattering region. It depends
only upon t,he initial and final momenta of the electron and the direction in which
the radiation is observed (assuming t.he electron suffers no t,ime delay in t,he
scattering region). As is well known, the energy emitted per unit frequency
is independent of frequency in this limit. Making t’he tsanscription to the photon
descript,ion, it is clear that the number of phot#ons emitted per unit frequency
range is inversely proportional to t.he frequency; i.e., the photon spectrum is of
t,he form dk/k, which diverges as k --) 0. This is the infrared divergence for real
photons.
The angular distribution can also be understood by the semiclassicalargument.
In the extreme relat#ivistic limit,, the proper fields will be Lorentz contracted in
a small region near the plane perpendicular t.o the direction of motion of the
charge and moving along with the charge. This leads to a strong peaking of the
radiation parallel either to the incident direction or t,he final direction of motion.
These features appear in the classical amplitude for emissionof radiation, which
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This peaks very st,rongly for k parallel either to p or t,o p’, where these are, respectively, t,he initial and final momenta. Assuming that the scatter&g has taken
place, the probability that a photon of momentum k is also emitted is obtained
by squaring ( I .l j and multiplying the result by [( 2~)~2k]-‘:
Cl.21
This exhiMs the typical infrared behavior (tJIi/‘Jt) and the strongly peaked
angular dependence about t,hr directions of p and p’. The probability for photon
emission into the energy range d/i, integrated over photon direction, is

Ii”dlis P(k)

(1.3)

dQ = cz,aF,

where A is defined in (2.32) and at high energiesis given approximat,ely by
A s
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Thus the probability of photon emission increases logarithmically with the
energy, it is also more important, for larger scattering angles; t#hisis to be expected from t,he classical discussion since for a small angle deflection the proper
field of t.he elect,ron cau more easily adjust to the t,ransit.ion.
It, is reasonable to expect that a correct yuant,um-mechanical t,reatment of t,he
problem will lead to the same qualitative features that have been predicted by
the semiclassicalargument. Since we arc interested in the very long wavelength
limit, the process is governed by the behavior of t,hc scattering part’icle in large
regions of space. Also emission and absorption of soft photons doesnot appreciably disturb the motion of the electron; t.his meansthat soft photons are emitted
and absorbed independently, resulting in a Poisson distribution for bot,h real and
virtual photons.
This has led several aut’hors to give a treat(mtnt of the infrared divergence
problem based upon an approximation in which the charge-current dist’ribution
of the scat,tering particle is treated purely classically (2, 3). In this method the
motion of t,he particle without radiative corrections is calculated, and the dynamical effects of the radiative corrections are ignored. The most refined treatment of this t,ype has been given by Lomon and collaborators (4); they have
developed a formalism in which the dynamical effect,sof radiative corrections due
k(E

1 The four-dimensional
- p.i;).
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to hard photons can also be included. In t’hese semiclassical methods there is
always an arbit’rary separation between the hard and the soft photons; the soft
photon contribution is treated exactly to all orders with t,he neglect of dynamical
corrections to the motion of t,he particle. In Lemon’s treatment, the effect of the
hard photons is incorporated in the calculation of t(he basic cross sections and is
cbalculated to some order of perturbation t’heory. The place at, which t,hr separation
occurs is then chosen to minimize t,he rrror made. As a typical result, of t,his
approach, we quote from Lemon’s paper (4‘) with some change of not,atlion,
(1.5)
where t is the separation energy, Ai?? is t,he energy resolution of the detecator,
(T,, is t,he cross section up to ,nt’h order in the perturbation
series with E as the
lower cutoff on the photon energy, C is Euler’s constat& and 0 is t’he scatt,ering
angle. We have omitt’ed from ( 1.5 j a factor F(ot~4), which is very close to unity
in pract#ical situations. This factor, which is given in (2.46) below, was first
evaluated in t,errns of simple fun&ions by Lemon and Shaw.’ Their calrulation
is reproduced in Section 2.
A completely quantum mechanical treatment’ of t’he infrared divergence problem is somewhat, more difficult. Cancellation of the real and virtual infrared
divergences in lowest order in cyhas been verified in many calculations of parGcular processes.Some examples in t,he lit’erature are radiat’ive corrections to the
following processes:Coulomb scattering of electrons to lowest order in t,he potent,ial (5) ; Compt*on scattering (6) ; Coulomb scattering of elect’rons t,o second
and higher orders in the potential (7, 8) ; elect’ron-elect,ron scattering (9, 10) ;
wide angle pair product’ion (11 j ; and bremsstrahlung (12 j ,3 (13) .4 A general
proof of t,he cancellation to all orders has been given by Jauch and Rohrlich (2) ;
the present paper is in a sensea refinement of their work. The main elements in
this t,ype of proof will now be described briefly. It is first shown that the infrared
divergence is associated wit’h soft photons (real or virtual) which are emitted or
absorbed from ext,ernal charged lines. This is physically plausible since a long
wavelength phot#on should sense only the large scale features of the chargecurrent distribution, and emission from an interior line somehow corresponds to
emissionfrom t,he current in a small region of space. It is not surprising then that
the matrix element for emissionof a soft photon is given simply by t.he classical
2 E. L. Lomon
and A. Shaw (private
communication).
3 The results of these references
disagree
with those of Ref. 11, to which they are related.
They have been found to be in error
(private
communication
from I’. I. Fomin
to S. D.
Drell);
and after corrections,
they agree with Ref. 11.
4 Reference
15 disagrees
with Ref. 12, and is not in a form for easy comparison
with
Ref. 11.
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expression (1.1) times the matrix element which describes the basic process.
The cross section for emission of a real soft photon is tfhen given by (1.2) times
the cross section for the basic process. Similarly the matrix element for emission
and rrabsorpt,ion of a soft virtual photon is approximat,ely given by a simple
factor depending only upon the external lines times the basic matrix elemcnt~.
It, is this ext,raction of infrared factors which permits a complete t,reatmeut of the
soft photon contributions,
and iu particular allows oue to demonstrat’e t’ht c*omplete cancellation of infrared divergences. Before thr final canrellatiou
it is
necessary to use some sort of an infrared cutoff. Convcutionally,
this may bc
rither a small photon mass or a minimum photon energy. The final result is thr
same, of course. We shall use t,he photon mass method in the present work.
There are two ways in which we believe the present approach is an improvement over Ref. 2. The first improvement’ is a somewhat, bet’ter argument’ about,
tbe extraction of the infrared divergence factors, in which the overlapping infrared divergences are not, ignored .4aWhile t’his new arguments is perhaps not st,rong
enough to be considered a proof, we hope it removes any reasonable doltbts about
the factorization of the infrared divergence. This new argument is equivalent to,
but more transparent
t,han, one given earlier by Yennie and Suura
(, l/t 1. The
second improvement is really an extension of Ref. 2 to give a systematic treat,metit of the noninfrared contribut)ions by means of a perturhut~ion expansion. It
may also be remarked that the particular infrared separat,ion that will be made is
gauge-invariant, for both the real and virt’ual photons; for t’he virtual photons it,
is also rovariant (if we use a photon mass for t#heinfrared cut,off). Also, the
infrared factors are complet,ely renormalized so t,hat the renormalizat,ion of the
residual perturbation expansion proceeds in the usual way. Auot,her trcatmeut~ of
the cancellation of the infrared divergence has been given by Yakanishi (16).
This treatment seemsmore rigorous t,han the present, treat,mcnt, but it, is rcstrict,ed t’o the total cross section, not’ the differential cross scct,iou with energy
resolution.
Our major aim in the present paper is to give a complete t,reatmeut of t,he
infrared divergence phenomena within the framework of modern quantum electJrodynamics, following the general approach we have just, outlined. The end
result is a method of calculation in which the infrared factors are given explicitly
for any processin t,erms of the four-moment#a of the external charged lines and
do not involve the details of the process. The infrared cutoff no longer appears
in this final result,. On the other hand, the residual pert,urbation expansion is
given in terms of int,egrals in which no infrared divergence occurs and no infrared
cut’off is necessary. Although our emphasis will be on the generality and completeness of t,he method, some result,s of practical value will be obtaiued. In
many practical problems the radiative corrections come from t,he regions in which
4a See h’ofe added

in proof

at, end of paper.
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the energy denominators are small. Thus it, should be possible to use our results
to estimat,e the bulk of t,he radiative corrections t,o any process; these will
generally involve “double logarit’hm” terms of the form (YIn (E,/m ‘) ln( AE/E) or
01[In (E/m)]’
t’imes the basic cross section. The contribution
of t#hesc terms can
be very sensitive to the experimental arrangement,; a very careful trcat’mentJ of
the act,ual experimental conditions is therefore very important.
Examples of
such calculations are given in (10, 11) ; examples of calculations which do not,
appear to be easily applicable to experiment, becausethey do not take cognizance
of the experiment,al situation are cont)aincd in (6, 9).
It may seem paradoxical that the infrared cont,ribut,ions dominat,e t,he radiative corrections at high energies.It is possiblet,ounderstand this result,intuitively
in terms of the semiclassicaal
discussiongiven previously. In the scat,tering of a
high-energy charged particle by a potential (for example ), the I,orentz-contracted proper field surrounding the particle must change in a very short timt at,
great distances from the particle. Since the total rlwtromagnetic field camlot.
change in such a rapid manner, compensating radiation fields are produced; these
fields correspond to real photon emission. Since wattrring without, photon
emissionis impossible, there mlwt he a negative radiative reaction associatedwith
the virtual photons. This arises due to the lack of good overlap between the
initial and final Lorentz-contracted proper fields of the particle and again depends
mainly on t,he large dist,anw properties of the elec%romagneticfield. Thus, both
real and virt,ual photons are governed by :I d/</l< spectrum for some range of 1;
values; this spectrum must break off when the wavelength becomesso small that)
it becomes comparable with the dimensions of the region in which the main dcflection occurs (1iCl - I ) or the quantum-mechanical properties of t’he particle
become important (1: - f$) It, should he pointed out that a is not necessarily the
range of the potential; in wide angle scattering from a Coulomb potential (infinite range’), for example, the main deflection takes place within a very small
distance. For a cll’:Lllt,urn-mechanical discussion of the c*onditions under which
the dX’,‘/<spectrum holds, the reader is referred to the papers by Lemon (4 1; he
reachest,he conclusion that it, is a good approximation for /< << IS’.
The complete radiative cwrrcctions to order 01are t,hus give11 approximately
by ot.4 ln (AR/E) t,imes the basic cross section. The factor ,4 contains a logarithm due to the strong peal&g of the angular integration over k, which in t,urn
reflects the strong Lorentz-cont,raction of t,he proper fields. The factor In ( AE/E)
comes from t,he integrals of dli/k and takes into account the facts that the COW
t,rihut,ions of real and virtual photons of energy lesst’han AE cancel each other
and also that, t,he virtual photon spectrum must be cut off somehow for k 7 E.
Thus the infrared terms contrihnt,e a product of two logarithms and hence
dominate the radiative corrections. With the use of a more refined treatment of
t,he infrared terms at, their high-energy limits, some of t,he single logarithm con-
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t’ributions t,o the radiative corrections are also obtained. Toget’hcr wit’h certain
“magnetic t,erms,” which will not he discussed in detail here, these seem t,o give
all the contributions
of logarithmic order, and hence a wry good estimate of the
radiative corrections for any process.
The arguments regarding the extraction of infrared factors are cont’ained in
the Appendix. While no attempt is made to bc completely rigorous, t,he importance of a correct treatment of overlapping infrared divergences is emphasized; and it, is shown to be highly plausible that when the infrared fsct,ors are
extracted, the remainder has no pathological properties. In Section 2, a thorough
discussion is given of rltctron scattering in an external potential. This example,
which is relat,ivrly simple, yet important, illustraks
the main features which are
present in most problems. In Section 3 scvcral other examples are treated in a
brirfcr manner. Scctioll 4 contains a discussion of various considerations which
enter a gentral treatment of the infrared problem. A general proof of the infrared
cancellation is gi\-cn, alld some frlrthcr examples arc discussed briefly. In Sect.ion 5
some purely t hcoreticnl implications of the infrared phenomena are discussed.
Hcrc, our knowlcdgc of the infrared factor to all orders gives some limited insight
illto
theoretical problems in the high-energy limit. In this limit the infrared
factor may become cspccially large, and we have much mow detailed information
on it than on any othw contriblltion.
I~illally, in Station 6 arc gircn the x~nnmury
and discussion.
A few words about terminology may be helpful. In this paper thr Ward “infrared” rcfcrs t,o a part of the matrix elrmcnt (or cross section ) in which the infrnred dcpcndence is factored oltt ill a particlllar way. “Soninfrared”
refers to the
rcsidlubl dependcnw.
“Infmrcd-photou
” is llot synon,vmous with “soft-photon,”
sinw the infrared contribution
is dcfilwd cvcn for very lurgc photon energies.
We might define a photo11 as “soft ’ ” if the infrnrcd contribution
gil-cs a good
approximation
to its behavior. ,1 wording to a discllssion at, the end of Appendix
if its momentum is small compared to a typical
A, a photon is the11 “soft”
nl~JnlWtUIll
transftr in the process. Thlls in wide-angle electron scatkring
at high
cncrgics, a photon is soft, PLYW though it removes several percent of the el&ron’s
energy; but, in small angle acattcrillg, it becomes “hard” n-hen its momentum is
comparnhlc to Or larger than the momciitum transfrr ( ?p sin I!?)2 2’ ~0).
3. RAI)IATJ\-E

COILI~H”TIOSS

TO ELECTROS

SCATTERIKG

III this section n-e shall t,rcat the virtual and real photon corrections t)o electron
potScnt,ialscatkring. The infrared contributions will be factowd out explicitly,
identified with a w4l-d&ined set, of diagrams, and discussedin some detail. We
assumeinitially that the s&tcring center takes on momentum but no energy,
with the consequencesfor undetected real photons that) their total energy is just
the energy loss of the scattered electron, L
wd their tot.al momentum K has the

hounds 0 5 / K j 5 C. Xlect~ron scattering obeying these assumptions is experimentally interesbing and relatively simple to discuss; in later sections the treatment will be geuerslized to more complicat,ed problems.
(a) I'IRTUAL

I'HOTON

RADIATIVE

CORHECTIOSS

Consider a process in which a ccrtxin number of phot,ons are produced while
t,he elect,rou scat,ters from a state of moment,um p to one of momentum p’. We
hold t,he final state fixed aud c*onsiderthe radiative corrections to t)he lowest
order matrix element. Let M,,(p, p’) be the contrihut.ion to the matrix element
corresponding to all diagrams in which there are n virtual photons, which are
distinguished from t.he pot,eut,ial intersctlions in 31(,. Real photon variables are
suppressed.The complete matrix element, is t,hen
M(P, P’) = ,g Jff,(P, P’>.

(‘2.1)

Since t,here are n photons, we expect 31, to have an infrared divergence of nth
order. In fact, it is intuit,ively clear that, Al,, will be a polynomial of degree n
in the logarithm of the infrared cutoff. The objective of our discussionof virtual
photons will be to show that the 31, have the skucture
(2.2a)

MO = mn,
Ml

= m. aB + ml ,

M2 = rnnF

+ mlaB + In:!,

N,, = 2 m,-, LT?!fT,
74
‘r !

i2.2b)
(2.2C)
(2.2d)

where mj is an infrared divergenceless functzion (independent of n) of order
CX’relative t.o MO , and each fact.or CYBcontains the infrared contribution from
one virtual phot,on. From (2.1), (2.2) it follows immediately that
M = exp (aB) 2 m,
r,=a

(2.3)

wit,h all t,he infrared terms appearing in the exponential.
In order t,o prove (2.2) we hegin wit,h the definition
(2.4)
We use a photon mass A; the equivalence of t’his t’reatment, to the treatment
with a minimum photon moment,um will emerge later. The factor I/n! is intro-

FIG. 1. A representatt,ion
of the set of Ijasic diagrams
cont,aining
interactions
and any set of real photons
and (u - 1) virt,lul
phot.ons.

all po.jsible

potential

(a)

k”
P

P’
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(b)
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(e)
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(g)
FIG. 2. A representation
serted into the diagrams

of the possible
of Fig. 1.

ways
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virtual
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duced int,o (2.4) by symmetrization
of the 1~virtual phot,ons in P,~. This synlmet’rizat’ion will play an essential role in obtaining t,hc symmetric form (2.2 ) .
Now consider p,! as a function of I;,, . lj‘igure 1 reprcscnts
the set, of basic
diagrams associated with the first (n - 1) photons and an arhit,rary number of
potential interactions.
Figure 2 represents the possible ways the nth photon
can be inserted int.0 various basic diagrams. Diagrams ill which both ends of the
lath virtual phot,on terminate on external charge lines (Fig. 2a, h, c) are infrared
in Ii, , as indicated in the Intjroduct,ion. The remaining diagrams in which at’ least
one end of the lath phot’on terminat’es on an internal line (Fig. 2d, c, f), are
finite as li, -+ 0 if all other virtual photon momenta I<, arc nonzero. As II-, --) 0
and ki ---) 0 simult,aneously, overlapping divergences in k,, and li, arise. In Appendix A we demonstrat’e t,hat all overlapping infrared divergences cancel when
individually nongauge-invariantJ terms are combined into gauge invariant rxpressions. The only remaining divergence corresponds to Fig. 2a, h, c wit,h Ii,, set
equal to zero inside the basic diagram. This allows us to write
P,‘(kl . . . X,)

= S(k,)p,,-l(x.1

. . . I;,,-,)

+ p,:“( k, . . x1+-1 ; kn),

(2.5)

where S(lz,) contains the X-,,infrared contribution
from Fig. 2. The int,egral of
the remainder p has no infrared divergence in k, , and its infrared divergence in
the other k;‘s has not been made worse by the separaGot1. We shall often refer
to t.his property by saying “,!3 is noninfrared in k,,“.
Iteration of (2.5) yields
P,L(~l . . * k,,) =

A-1. . . 11~~2)

X(li,~)S(li,-,)p,-*(

+

X(k,)p:Yl(k,

+ S(k nl - )p”’,,l

. . . kit+-:! ; k,-1)
(k

+ i -s(k,,-,)pji121(kl

1’

(2.6)

* . k,,-? ; k,,)
. . . li,-2 ; k,) + &yli,

. . . l&-l ; AT,)].

The symmetry of pn in AY,,-~and k,L implies invariance of the bracketed quantity
at t’he end of (2.6) under int’erchange of L1 and k, . Since the bracketed quantit,y
is noninfrared in l~,~for all values of the other ki , it must also be noninfrared in
12,-1 for all values of the other Ici . We represent this property by t,he notation
{ -S(k,,-,)p%k,

. . . kii--2 ; kn) + p’,“kk,

. . * k,-1 ; k,)}
= py’(kl

. . . k,,-? ; l&-l , k,).

(2.7)

Equations (2.6) aud (2.7) have the characteristic,
expected from our discussion
of long wavelength photons, that the infrared contribut’ions from lc, and k,-, are
mutually independent’. Repeated inter&ions
of (2.5) and exploitation of the
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of pmnow lead to the relation

. . . k,)

=

S(h)

. . . S(k,)&

. . . S(ki-l)S(ki+l)

+ g S(lil)

. . . S(k,)Pl(k,)

(2.8)

(pi is just 6:” with t#he superscript dropped.)
Equation (2.8) can he expressed as a sum over all permutahions
p,(l;1 *. . Iin) =

The &-

C

perrn

2

r=”

r!(n

fi

'

-

r)!

S(ki)&-,(/i-,+1

of ki and Isi :

. . . &I.

z=l

(2.9)

are noninfrared. Insertion of (2.9) into (2.4) yields

(We shall drop A whenever it is not, needed to prevent an infrared divergence. j
Finally, the definitions
(2.11)

and
(2.12)

convert (2.10) into the desired result, (2.2). (Kate t,hat, B and m, depend on E
through t’he energy conservation relat’ion E’ = E: - C).
(h)

REAL

PHOTON

RADIATIVE

CORHECTIOXS

Equation (2.3) leads to a cross section proportional t,o exp (2&). The differential cross section for emission of 12undetect’ed real photons with totma energy
C,symmetrized in the real photons, then has the form
&Sn
--- = exp (2otR) Ln! /ij
dt

(.$q-;‘)L’?

6 (6 - 2 kr)

(2.13)

x P~(P,p’, k, . . . kn).
The quantity pn which plays a role similar t’o that of pnin the treatment of virtual
photons, is given by the absolute square of c m, . It is defined for any E’ = E

- CL, which need not coincide wit,h E” = E: - t. However, t,hc 6 func$ion
ensures t,hat fin contributes t,o (2.13) only when IS” = F: - t. The sum over all
possible undetected photons provides t,he complete different,ial cross section
(2.14)
Infrared terms can he fact,ored out of ,s~ by t’he same methods employed for
prL (Eqs. (2.5) t#o (2.9) ) because P,, is symmetric in the real photons and overlapping infrared divergences cancel in t,he same mamler for both real and virtual
phot#ons. With the overlapping divergences cancelled out,, photons must t,erminate exclusively on ext,ernal charge lines (Fig. Sa, b) in order t’o contribute

(a)

into

FIG. 3. A representation
the basic diagrams

of the possible
of Fig. 1.

ways

an additional

real photon

can be inserted
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infrared terms. We obtain a relation analogous to (2.8) :
/?,‘(kl . . k,,) = S(h)

. . . &k,jPo
. . . 8(ki-,)g(ki+,)

+ *$ s(k,j

(2.1.;)

. . . &k,)&(kij

+ . . . + I8 hS(ki)Pn-l(kl
. . k,-&,+I. . . k,,J

+ ,&,(k, ... k,)

As before, 8 contains an infrared divergence (Fig. Sa, b) and Bi has now. We
must evaluate S at E’ = E - E. On t)he other hand the cross scctioll
&(...
Ii,, . . . ) is defined on the energy shell E’ = E - c I;,,, , that, is, &, is dcfined only at E” = li;, &(k,) is defined a,t any E’ = E - lil , etc. Of course, bccause of S( 6 - c Ic), n S’(kl)fi, (. . k,,, . . . ) cwntrihutcs to (2.13) only when
t = c 1Q + c li, .
The energy-conferring
6 flunction in (2.13) is convcnicnt,ly represcnt,ed by5
6(r

-&k)

=

;;~=&xP[iY(t

(2.16)

-g-J].

We can now substitut,e (2.161, (2.15), and (2.13) into (2.11). .%ftw some simple
manipulat,ions we obtain
du
- = lim exp (2ffB)
de
LU

(2.17)

Equation (2.17) is perhaps not. as complicated as itI looks; the first exponential
represents t,he sum over virtual infrared photons, t’hc third exponential containing 8 represents t,he similar sum over real infrared phot,olls, the sum over n
refers explicitly to noninfrared real photons, and fi,! contains implicitly a similar
sum over noninfrared virtual photons.
The real infrared photons in the third cxponent)ial of (2.17 ,I are 611 kinemat,itally connect,ed with the other real photons by the factor e--i’h which ensures that,
c k = E. In order to make t’he infrared photons kinematIically independent, we
write

(2.18)
and

5 A similar
computational
by Yennie
and Suurtt

trick

(14,.

was employed

previously

by Jauch

and

Itohrlich

(2, 3)
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where
(2.19)
and
D[p, p’(c), y] E Sk5’ !$ S(e-‘Y” - I).
The term 243 is independent of y, while the integrand of D is well behaved as
k.-+ 0. The exp (2~~0)violat.es the condition c 1~= E, huh exp (D) just restores
this condition and thereby maintains energy conservation.
EquaOions (2.18) to (3.20), t,oget,her with the definition

for t,he noninfrared part of (2.17 ), now allow us t#owrit’e (2.17) in t’he import’ant
form
(2.22)
The factor d&/de is independent of the soft, phot80n limit (i.e., it is finite as
x -+ 0 ) , whereas B and i? represent,known infrared cont,ributIions from the lowest
order radiat,ive correction. Thus the cancellation of infrared terms to all orders
is assuredby the well-known cancellation in lowest order (5-13 ) ; the equivalence
t.o all orders of treatments involving a. minimum phot.on momentum to calculations with a photon mass follows from the well-known equivalence in lowest
order.
(c) DETAILS

OF IKFRAKED

FACTORS

As we have seen, B arises from the diagrams in Fig. 2(a), (b), (c), and B from
Fig. 3 (a), (b). These diagrams have the special characteristic that t’he photon
which cont,ributes to B or B is associated with external charge lines, and is ent,irely independent of the imernal details of t.he diagram. hccording to Appendix
A, B and 8 can be represented by the gauge invariant, expressions

and
(2.24)
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In (2.24) we have let 2p.X: - X” -+ 2p.k and 2p, - Ii, -+ 2p,, etc., because
the omitted terms are found to vanish as X -+ 0. Calculat~ion reveals that the
infrared contribution
t#o B arises from t’he poles in
1
= p.v. 1
pz _ x2 + Tc
x.2 _ x” - i*6(li”
where the virt,ual
ute the amount

photon

in B becomes effectively

1s d3X:
(

2p,’ - k,

8.rry

(k” + X2)1!2

Zp’.k

-

A? -

- A’),

real. These poles contrih-

2p, - Ii,
Tp.k

(2.25)

_ x2>

‘?

(2.26)

to B. As k -+ 0, the diverging int,egrands of ( 2.26) and B cancel. The comribut,ions from poles in the electron propagators (2p.k - k’)-’ and (2p”k - l?-’
are finite as Xy --+ 0 in the present case (in Section 4(b) we shall discuss cases
where these contributions diverge).
When p’ --\ p, B vanishes in accordance with the classical result that an unaccelerated particle radiates no energy. The similar vanishing of B as p’ -+ p
reflect,s t,he cancellat#ion of wave function and vertex renormalizat,ions, which
ensuresthe uniqueness of the physical electric charge. The integral in our representation of B has also been chosen to converge as k” + =, so B requires no
ultraviolet cutoff.
At high energies and smul’l t, B, and B have the approximate forms (see
Appendix C )
B=

-~[ln~(l~~~+~ln~-~)-ll~~]

(227)

and
B=~[lll~(,,,~+;ll,~-ln~)-lll~+ln~].

(2.28)

If we use a minimum phot,on momentum klrrin instead of the photon mass X,
(2.37) and (2.28) are individually quite changed:

(2.29)
and
(2.30)
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is t’he same as B(k”,i,)

= -~ln~.~ln~~,

+ B~~,i,)

:
(2.31)

where

(2.32)

(Note that (2.31) is ,not t#he same as the incorrect, expression B(X) + B(h-,,,i,)
which happens to he easier t’o calculate.)
The sum of H and B also reduces to a simple form in the limit of small
momentum transfers
1 yz 1 = 1 (p’ - p)” 1 << m’,

(2.33)

2a(B

(2.34)

where
+ fj) = i??!!Ll InI:.
t
T

The arguments of Appendix A, and of Sect’ion 2 up to this point’, also apply
to potjential scat,tering of charged hosons. This is not, surprising, because the
infrared fact*or is classical. The explicit equations (2.2~) and (2.24) for R and B
are easily seen to represent’ the effects of convection currents, which are independent, of t,he spin of the scattered particles. These equat’ions, as well as (2.25)(2.3-t), therefore hold for bosons. On account of t,he f&or ln 2~. p’/m’, however,
exp [2a(,B + B)] is more important for electrons t#han heavier particles at present
experimental energies.
(d)

DETAILS

OF

NONINFRARED

WC now discuss the virtual

VIRTUAL

PHOTOX

photon remainders

ml = Ml - aBMo

TERMS

(2.2),
(2.35)
(2.36)

Kate
such
in B
such
have

t,hat the separation of MI into aBM, and ml is not, unique. Recoil terms
as k2 in (I? - 2p.k)-’
do not, affect the infrared divergence, hut, are retained
to make the integral (2.23 j converge naturally as k -+ 30. Recoil currents
as Ii,, in (2p, - k,) do not contribute t’o t’he infrared divergence, but t,hcy
hren retained in (2.23) to make B gauge invariant’.
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What’ are the important contributions
to 711
1 ? In general, 7~1 would \:e very
complicated, so we shall give an explicit discussion only for t’he lowest, order in
the external pot,ential. We observe that we have not complet,ely evaluated the
diagram in Fig. 2a for an elect’ron. The “incoming”
part of Ipig. 2u can be represented by
. . (p - ki + mbi
k,? _ 2p.k,

u

p = ..’

I(2p - ki) .ci - Mk,
I;,? - 2ki . p

,ll,.

(2.X)

The first, term on the right is the “convection”
current we have used in B, and
the second t,erm is a finite “magnetic” effect which would not arise on a spin zero
charge line.
Straightforward
calculation of the “magnetic” terms at high energies yields the
contribution

to ml . Anot,her sort, of contribution
tential. For example, if the potential
tion adds

is given by vacuum polarizatiou of the poacts on the electron once, vacuum polariza-

to ml . The infrared factor 2a(R + B) Eq. (2.31), plus t’wice the sum of (2.X%)
and (2.39) (twice because M1 int’erferes w&h MO ; this has already been taken
into account in 2cr(B + B) ), give the Schwinger correction of order LXto clect,ronpotential scattering (5).
When the external potent,ial acts more than once on the elect’ron, t,he calculation can still be arranged in such a way that the magnetic term (2.X8) appears
as one of the contributoins. It is also quite likely that (2.39) serves as a good
approximation to the total contribution from vacuum polarizat’ion in high-energy
electron scattering from nuclei. This is because in t,his process most of t,he
momentum transfer takes place at’ a single interaction. This one large momentum
transfer contributes (2.39) and the vacuum polarizat8ion of the many additional
&era&ions with low momentum transfer may be neglected. The remaining contributions t,o ml are not easily estimated. An elaboration of the methods of
Appendix A indicates that t,hesecontributions are not, of order &lo ln’ ( E ‘,m),
but might possibly be of order c&o In (E/m).
This conclusion is in agreement.
with general arguments of Suura (8), and t’he explicit calculat’ion of radiat,ive
corrections to second-order Coulomb scattering by Newt,on (7) and Chreticrr
(7). In some recent calculations of various processes(6, g-11), Ilot even the
single logarithm occurs.
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yields

ml = ‘2

In ‘$

+ O(C&,)

(2.40)

for a single potential interaction. If the potential acts more than once, one may
possibly obtain additional single logarithm terms.
The results of this section can be compared with the closely relat’ed radiative
corrections computed for y + P -+ e+ + e- + P (11) . Wide angle electron
scattering, with associated production of bremsstrahlung at wide angles with
respect to the initial and final elect’rons (12) corresponds to pair production at
wide angles. The order a!111(E/m) ln (EIEj and (Yln (E/m)
corrections computed for pair production in this case (Eq. (29) of Ref. 11) agree exactly with
the leading order corrections we have found: Eqs. (2.31) and (2.40). If only one
of the pair is detected, the other may emerge parallel to the incident photon.
In this case the electron propagator may become nearly real, and additional
single logarithm terms arise from the integration over elect’ron angles (Eqs.
(17)-(22) of Ref. 11).
(e)

DETAILS

OF

~ONIKFRARED

REAL

hOTOh-

TERMS

Having discussedthe infrared terms B and B in (2.22 j , and the noninfrared
virtual photon corrections contained implicitly in fl,, (2.21), we now turn to the
noninfrared real photon corrections which appear explicitly in (2.21). The expansion of t,he real photon correction in 11is an expansion in the number of noninfrared real photons (phot’ons with the spectrum dk rather than dk/lc as k ---) 0).
Therefore t,he nth order contains n powers (Yfrom noninfrared real photons, together with any number of 0~‘sfrom infrared (d/~/k) phot,ons and noninfrared
virtual photons. At least’ one phot,on must be emitted to make up the energy t
lost by the electron. The n = 0 term contains the dkjk contribution from this
one photon and the n = 1 t’erm contains the dk, k dk, . . . contributions from one
photon, so the n = 0 and n = 1 t,erms both start with one power of cr.
We begin by considering t,he n = 0 term in (2.21) :
(2.41)
with I defined as
I = $ SW dy eiyrfDe
lr

m

(2.42)

If all radiative corrections were ignored, &, would be just the elastic scattering
cross section. After (2.15) we pointed out that POis calculated on the energy
shell, where E’ = E. On account of (2.19), (2.20), (2.24) and (2.32), D can be
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written
D = aA
1 can be evaluated

(2.43)

in terms of t,abulat,ed funct’ions,’

with t,he result

I = !?ft F(aA),
E

(2.44)

where6
F(aA)

-aAL
= $-+-axi
(2.45)
= 1 _ &N2
-+
12

and C is Euler’s constant.
As the first step in deriving

. ..)

(2.44)-(3.45),

we change D (2.43) to b:

I? = D + aA Lrn f
Substitution

e-jyk.

(2.46)

of fi for D in I (2.42) has no effect on I because
(K > e)

(2.47)

as can be seen by closing the cont,our in the upper half plane. Evaluation
of the sin x/a and cos X/R: integrations in I”, yields
13 = 0.4[-C

- In (q)

- &r/2]

(2.48)

Ize--aA(C+(is/dl)
s

The change of variable r = --iyt

in (2.12)

27rt( - Q-a.4

now

leads t.o

-‘* dre-’
ix yIz’

(2.49)

We shall evaluate (2.49) for 0 < otA < 1, which is the usual physical case.
The result can be analytically cont.inued to the entire physical range aA > 0.
By closing the contour of indegration to the right and taking the rweA branch
cut along the posit’ive real axis, the integral in (2.49) can be expressed in
terms of standard r functions. The relation
l?(x)l‘(l

- z) = 7r/sin7rz

(2.50)

then leads to (2.44) and (2.45).
6 An integral

representation

of F was given

in Eq.

(9) of Ref.
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The behavior of F((rA) for cuA >> 1 i‘s of no experimental interest, but doea
have some bearing on the theoret,ical behavior of yuant’um electrodynamics in the
high-energy limit. According to (2.45)) F is of order [ ( (YA ) !I-’ - exp [ - c~~4ln aA]
in this limit, thus providing a strongly convergent8 factor for the theory.’ Let us
seek a physical explanation of this convergent factor; as we shall see, the effect
can be int#erpreted in terms of a competit,ion bet,ween the soft phot#ons for the
given amount of energy t. We recall t,hat the probability
of emitting a dk/lz
photon, aA dklk, is proportional to (YA. When (YA >> 1, then the average number
of energetic d/k/h- phot’ons exceeds one, and t’he average energy available t)o each
one will be much smaller t,han C. Our results show that, t’he different’ial cross
section for soft photons t’o carry off the energy t is proportional t,o ( t) aA-1. For
small aA, the t,ot,al energy carried off by the soft phot’ons t*ends to be small ;
for large LYA, it’ t,ends to be large. Kow consider one soft, phot,on in caompetition
wit#h all the others. The differential cross section for that, one photon to take an
energy k will contain a factor like (E - k) aA-1, associat,ed with the tot,al energy
carried off by the remaining photons. For small cri2, this will not seriously inhibit.
the set, of values over which k ranges; but for large 01‘4, it will cut’ down the cross
section strongly for those values of k which exceed t/ (ail - 1) . In this way competition effecbively replaces c by E/(YA as the approximate upper limit of the
energy each photon can independent,ly take off at’ large ail, so in the cross section
exp ( - ~yil In E/C) is modified by a factor exp ( - cr.4 In aA ) which is approximately F. The damping due t,o F at ultrahigh energies is an effect which will
multiply each t,erm (sinre exp ( -aA 111E/e) multiplies each term) in any
process involving charged external particles. Of course, t’here are many other
factors multiplying F which we cannot, analyze, so no definite conclusion about
the convergence of t,he t,heory can he reached.
While discussing virtual photon corre6ons
(Section 2d ) we pointed out that,
the separation iV, = ml + &M.
was not unique. The separation of the contribut,ion of real phot,ons into an “infrared
factor,”
2c& and “noninfrared
factors,”
fin , ’1s: no t unique either, because the upper limit’ of the “infrared
phot,on” energy is arbitrary.
The choice we have made for the upper energy
limit, li g E, has t,he consequence that F(aA)
(Eq. (2.4.5) ) has no t’erm of order
aA. In general, ot,her choices for the upper limit in 2crB would give F a finite aA
term which would just compensate for the change in 2&.
Kext we turn to t,he n = 1 t,erm in (2.21). This t,erm is given by
(2.51)
The cross section fil contains the dk, I; dk, . . . terms from emission of one real
photon. As we have mentioned after (2.15), in &(kl), E’ is set equal t’o E - kl
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rather t,han I3 - t. It, is convenient, to define G1 :
Gl(kl)

= k1 /- dn B,(h).

(2.52)

The factor Gl(kl) is fir&e at k1 = 0.
The integration over y in (2.51) is handled in the same fashion as Eys. (2.-K )
to (2..50), except that the appropriat#e subst,itution after (2.48) is now
r = -ig( t - X) inst,ead of r = --iye. We oht’ain, in place of (2.42),
(2.53)

so that
(2.51)

It ran be shown t,hat (~~42 0, which ensures t,he convergence of the integral.
In (2.5-L), the energy loss t of the electron appears to hc shared between a
bundle of dk/k photons (from (2.53)) with total energy c - kl and one “rl/<
photon” (in GJ with energy 1~1
. The (t - lil)a’lP’ factor from dk/‘li photonr
weights the integrand in (2.54) strongly t,owards 1~~2’ E. This motivates an expansion of G,(k,) about G1(c), with the result

The G1(e) term is of order (Y(G~contains a factor (Y, and F S’ 1 in pract,ical
cases). The remaining (derivative) terms cont,ain the effect of infrared photons
in addition to the single “dk photon” in G1.
We shall now specialize, for the remainder of SeeCon 2, to t,he case E 5 E/2.
In this casethe derivative t)ermsin (2.55) are of order Q!‘E/E and will be negle&ed.
The case E > E/2 requires a different treat,ment which will be discussed in
Section 3(a).
The higher order t,crms d~?,,/decan be analyzed in the same fashion. It’ will he
shown in Section :<a that t,heseterms arc of the following order of magnitude.
(2.X)

but our ignorance of the other factors in d6,,/& blocks any understanding of the
convergence propert,ies of c,> da,/dc. Each higher order above ?L= 1 is reduced
by a factor cr, and calculation of the higher orders would be prohibibively difficult,
so in accordance with the usual spirit of pertnrbat,ion theory, we shall ignore
terms with n, > 1 in spite of our complete ignorance of their convergence proper-
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t,ies. Then (2.X?), (2.41), (2.44) and (2.55) give t)he differential cross s&ion,
with the infrared factor included. For c < E,i2 t#hecrosssection simplifies to
du
- = F(aA)exp
dt

[2dB

+ B)] kf!
16

,& + C&(E)‘i
I’

The quantity in brackets is t#he convemional expression for bremsst~rahlung
separated into the dl~//~ contribution and the remainder Gr . Thus the differential
cross section for electron scattering wit,h energy loss t 7 E/3 is essentially the
cross sect,ion for emit.ting one phot’on of energy e, multiplied by an exponential
factor represen&g multiple soft photon effects.
(f)

ELWTROS

SXTTERISG

WITH

ENERGY KESOLUTION

AE

The det,ection of potential scattered electrons with energy E’ = E - e must
always involve some experimentjal error. An importam caseis the scattering of
ele&ons with 0 5 c 5 A&J, AE being the energy resolution of t)he detecting
device. The cross section for this cat is
(2.58)
which has the explicit form for high-energy scattering with AE < E/2 [(2.57),
(X31)1:
AE

CT=

s0

-$lnE

E?

+ gin--

2p.p’\
wl I T PO+ G(t)
m3 j

1

. (2.59)

The exponential and -4 depend on e via the relation E’ = E - e. As we pointed
out after (2.X), p’ is ,not a function of t in /3,,. We now set E’ = E everywhere
in the integrand of (2.59) except, t,he three places where E dependence is explicitly indicated; the error introduced by doing so is of the order a: E/E. Then
imegration of (2.59 ) yields

$)

+ lE

&G1(~) esp (-a.4

ln f)]

(260)

The first term in (2.60) is the product of t’he el&ic cross section fi, [which
includes the finite radiative corrections discussedin S&ion 2(d)] and factors
representing soft phot80neffects. We shall seethat if AE 2 E/2, the second (G1)
term in (2.60) is smaller than t’he first’ by a factor - a( AE,iE) In (E/m).
Several t,ypes of t,erms are included in Gl( C): (i) t,he magnetic moment-interaction (see discussionafter (2.37) ) when the phot.on is emitt,ed from an external
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line; (ii) emission of photons from internal lines; and (iii) cont,ribution of k in
int’ernal lines. The magnetic moment, cont’rihutiou
(i) amounts t,o a trrm of
re1at.k order k/‘E in the different.inl hremsstrahlung
cross se&on. Compared t,o
elastic sratt,ering, it is O[ol( AE/E)lu
(Ej’m)]. These estimates have to he reappraised in a process such as c + c -+ c + e, whew an c particle is at rest
(I!: = m) in the 1aboratory.7 The comhincd effect of (ii) and (iii) can be crudely
c&mated from t.he work of t.he Appeltdix. One ohtains at most contributions of
relative order cy(AI<:/K) In (E;mj. In case the scut.tering is nrarly elastic G1(e)
can he replactd by G1(0)) which is rat#hersimply related to &I by gauge invariance
and is therefore easy to calculate (16).
Emission of dX,i/i photons from the rrcoilillg potential provides a further correction to our prwious treatment.. Recoil rffrcts arc iiegligiblc in most cases
( 17) because of the great’ disparity in mass hetwcen the electron and pot,cntial,
but t#hry become significant in high-energy rlrctron-proton scattering. Recoil
cffrct,s will hr discussedin SectJion3(d).
To close this discussion of clcc~t,ron-potclltial scat,tering, a numerical estimate
of t,he various terms contrib~~ting to the total cross section in (260) may be
helpful. If E is 500 Illev, AE = 5 3lw, and p.p’ = E IF:‘, then F(CL4) is 0.89,
t,ht combined exponential is 0.7:3, the finite virt,unl photon correct,ions (2.40)
to & increase & by ahout 7?, and the G, term is negligihlc. It should be noted
that, t.hc value 0.73 for the exponential includes a ( +0.03) contribution from
the a2 term in the expansion. We believe t,hat, the other 01~contributions not
included in the soft) photon exponential are smaller by a factor (111IQ’AE)-‘.
3. FURTHER

EXAMPLES

In this section we shall give some further examples which can he handled by
simple extensions of the methods described in the preceding section. The first
of t,hesewill be electron scat,tering with large energy loss.This will involve nothing
new in principle, but’ will he simply an elaboration of the results of Section 2.
The second example will be radiat.ivc corrections to inelastic electron scattering
cross sections, such as t,hose associated with nuclear excit,ation. The third cxample will he multiple photon production with results in substantial agreement,
with those of CTupta (18). The fourth example will be radiat,ive corrections to
electron scat.tering with nucbar recoil taken int.o account, in lomcst, order. The
final example will be a hricf discussion of t,he hremsst~rahlungproduced in the
scattering of nucleons by nuclei . Although this work will be described in greater
det,ail elsewhere (19), it’ is included here as an examplr of the infrared
phenomenon.
i Y. S.Tsai (private comrnllnications)andRef.
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The complete result for electron scattering with energy loss E is given by
(2.21) and (2.2’2). Introducing the definition

= Gl(k) + Gs(k) + . . . ,
the cross section for inelastic scattering may be expressed

The integral in (3.2) is seen t,o be the convolution of a crosc‘sectsionfor the production of noninfrared phot)onsof total energy Ic with the probability for emission
of an indefinit*e number of infrared photons whose total energy is (E - k). Since
aA is usually small compared to 1 (it, is about 0.07 in the example cit,ed at, t#he
end of Section 2), the main contribution to the integral in (3.2) comesfrom the
region k M E. This allows us t.o extract. t.he leading contribution to t,he integral
by t’he following procedure

The error involved in the approximate form is of order (CIA)” compared to 6.
For small /c, it, is expected t,hat, P, will have the form

The lz; dependence in (3.4) is chosen t.o give the leading order noninfrared term
and the remaining dependence is fixed dimensionally. This gives

0
ak

G,(k)

=

l

n!(n - l)!

77

n-l

I

$ Gl(k),
1

(3.5)

which leads directly to (2.5G). The presenceof the fact’or [n! (n - 1 ) !I-’ makes
likely the convergence of t,he seriesof real phot’on contributions, but) of course
nothing is known about. the propert.& of K,& as a funct.ion of n. For small E, the
resultIs of Section 2 given in (2.55) and (2.57) are obtained immediately from (3.3).
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of electron scattering

wit#h large energy loss.

(3.6)
is simply t,he cross section for elect’ron scatt’ering wit*h emission of a single photon
of energy k, including the radiative correct’ions due to noninfrared
virtual
photons. This cross section has been calculated to lowest order by Racah (20)
who used the Born approximat’ion for t,he pot,ential, and neglected radiative corrections. There arc four t,ypes of radiative corrections t,o the lowest’ order result,.
(i) Those dk/k real and virtual phot’on corrections which are known
exactSly and
are incorporated in B + B and F. (ii) Those arising from virtual noninfrared
photons; they are probably of relative order crA. (iii) Those arising from real
noninfrared photons; they are contained in G; for i 2 2 and are also probably
of relative order aA. (iv) The corrections represented by the second term on t,he
right side of (3.3) ; these are also from the dk/k part of the spect’rum. They are
of order aA, but may be large if I??is rapidly changing in the vicinity of C. We
shall not attempt a complet’e calculation of the radiative rorrections here, but
only those associated with dk/k photons.
For purposes of illustration,
we shall use a simple approximation
to (S.ti),
rather than the complete result) of Racah ($20). In Born approximat,ion, the
cross section for elect,ron scattering at high energies in an external potential
takes the form
ufJ( 8, Is) = 14’(q2)p2 cos” f&I,
where q =
transform
amplitude
ing of the
momentum

(3.7)

p - P’ and the function W is proportjional to the square of the Fourier
of the external pot’ent,ial. If we neglect t’he magnetic terms in the
for emission of a real photon,8 the differential cross section for scatt,erelectron in the direction 19,together with t,he emission of a phot,on of
k is given by
s(k)W[(p

- k - p’)“]p’”

cog 1 egp 2

PI - /-)
I (@’ d”‘i
k .

(3.8)

Since the phot,on is not observed, this is to be integrated wit’h respect to 1~.The
result can be estimated by noting that, the function 8(k) peaks up very strongly
when k is parallel either t’o p or to p’. Thus for k nearly parallel to p, we approximat,e

1

SW
8 For a better
see Schiff
(21).

method

of approximation

.

in which

the magnetic

terms

are not

neglected,
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and we find for the leading (logarithmic)

ae(e, E) 5
[

1

In g + ~(0, E’) ln E
m ’

(3.9)

where
P ‘4;E’=E-c.
The two terms in the bracket can be interpreted as follows. The first term represents the contribution from a photon emitted parallel to the final velocity of the
electron; thus it contains potential scattering at the full momentum transfer
associated with elastic scattering. The second term represenbs the contribution
from a photon emitted parallel to the initial velocity and it contains potential
scattering at the smaller momentum transfer associated with the final electron
energy. A typical distribution
curve is shown in Fig. 4. The rise which occurs as
E approaches p comes from the second t#erm of (3.9). This is due to t,he fact that,

FIG.
trahlung.
infrared

4. A plot of the spectrum
of scattered
The decomposition
of the spectrum
part (Gl(e))
is also shown.

electrons
which
into an infrared

have lost energy
part, (cYL~~~/E)

to hremssand a non-
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at a fixed scattering angle, the cross se&on for scatt’ering in a Coulomb potential
increases rapidly as the energy is decreased; ihe behavior is even more pronounced for scattering from an ext,endrd charge distribution.
Also shown in
the figure are the separate contribut)ions due to t,hc two terms of (3.6). F’rom
(3.9) we find

a,(~, E - k) 111; + adO, E)

Gl(li)

order to est,imnte t.hc integral in (3.13)) we make the following additional approximations in (3.10). We neglect the Ii inside the logarithm; this is justifiable
since the logarithm is slowly varying, and when Ii hecomes large that term hecomes small compared to the other ones. In addition, we choose uA to he a point
Coulomh cross se&on; it is then proportional to E-“. With these simplifications,
(3.10) hecomes

III

(3.11)

The integral in (3.3) may now be easily evaluated, and we find for t’he inelastic
scattering cross section
2 s exp [2a(B +

B)IF(aA) $ a~(0,23)+

Gl(~)[l + aARl/,1

(3.12)

where

For large c, the correction represented by t’he term OAR can become sizable;
for example, if E = 0.9E, the correction is approximately 3.2aA times t,he single
photon cross section. At typical electron scat’tering energies, this might, amount
to a 15 to 20% correction. The effect could be further enhanced by the form
factor dependence (associated with the finite size of the nucleus) which we have
neglected in passing from (3.10) t,o (3.11).
(b)

INELaSTIC

ELECTRON

SCaTTERING

In this type of process the electron excites the t)arget in some manner which
we need not consider; examples would be nuclear excitation, electrodisintegration
of the deuteron or meson production. Without radiative corrections such processesresult in a spectrum in t)he energy of the scat.tered electrons which we
represent at a given angle by the funct,ion a(t). The differential cross section
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for t’he elect#ron to lose an amount, of energy t’ t’o the target, t.ogethrr with the
emission of n photons, is given by an expression like (2.15). Treating all t,he
photons in the infrared limit., we have
(3.13)
The differential cross se&ion for t’he electron to lose a total energy c while exciting
t,he target, to the energy E’ is then given by

If the final state of the t’arget is not observed,
elastically scatt#ered electrons is

the energy spertrum

of t,he in-

(3.15)
(The observable cross section is of course the sum of (3.2) and (3.15).) As
before, t,his is seen to be the convolution of t,he cross section for inelastic scat)t.ering
(energy loss E’) with the probabilit#y of soft photon emission (of totma energy
(C - C’) ). The radiative correction will result in a change in the shape of t,he
inelast,ic spectrum; in particular, narrow lines will be transformed int,o lines wit,h
the characteristic
bremsstrahlung
tail.
It is interesting to notice that the total area under the inelastic scatt’ering
curve is altered very little by the radiative corrections. Neglecting the dependence
of CYA upon C, and using (2.31), we see t.hat, the area under the corrected curve
between 0 and E is given by

Carrying out the e int,egrat,ion first, and noting that the main contribution
from e 2, c’, we find

’ cR(c) de M F(aA)
s0

w F(aA)

oi
s(

&
E-

comes

I e,j)aA a(&) dt’
EO’

E(E’ - CO’)

(3.17)

s(d) de’.

The second form holds when (E - c’) is large compared to the range of values of t’,
for which a( c’) is non-negligible, and ~0’ represents a typical value of C’ in this
range. If 601is small compared to E, t,he corrected area is exp ( (YA In AE/E)F( aA )
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t,imes the uncorrected area, where AE’ = E - Q’ represems an energy resolution
associated with the measurement1 of the inelastic peak. The resemblance to
(2.60) is obvious.
(c)

~IULTIPLE

PHOTOIT

PII~I)IT~TI~~

&Iultiple production of high-energy photons has been discussed by Gupta
(18), The machinery we have developed iii Sectjion 2 allows LIS to rederive and
extend Gupta’s resuhs easily. The difference bekeen our results and Gupta’s
will be small in most cases of experimentSal interest, but, may be significant if
one wishes t#o use t,he results in a theor&al
discussion of t,he high-energy limit,
of quantum electrodynamics.
We shall attempt, to give a discussion applicable to cosmic ray work. Consider
an electron, whose energy E can only he estimated crudely, scattering into a
definite angle. The scattering is accompanied by emission of photons. The detection device has the property t,hat a photou is detected if its energy exceeds some
value K,, , mldetected if its energy is less than K, . In practice K, might be the
energy necessary to produce a pair. Suppose t,here are N detected photons, with
energies ki and angles Qi .
It is convenient not to symmetrize deteched photons with the mldetected ones.
The discussion of Section 2 concerning electron-pot8ential scattering can be
carried over wit.h lit.tle change t,o mukiple bremsskahlung
production. There is
one change; since each undetect,ed photon can assume energies up to K, and t,he
tot,al photon energy is not fixed, the fmlct,ion F (Eq. (2.47)) does not appear
in our present case. If the average number of undetected photons with energy
- K, approached E:/K, in magnitude, some function analogous to F would be
required hecause of energy conservation, but we shall not, consider this experimentally unrealistic case explicitly. Keeping only the (R/k contributions
from
undetected photons, we obt,ain the cross section for production of N detected
phot,onx :
(3.18)

where d8 is the cross section in the absence of soft photon radiative corrections.
Next let us express dc in terms of dk/k contribrnions from the N detected
photons:
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where uv is t’he elastic electron-potential
scattering cross se&ion. Successive
t,egrations of (3.19) over all angles Q2;and energies K, < K; < IG yield

in-

(3.20)

and
u ~2. aoe

-mAlnE/K,

[aA

In

(&/%)lx
N!

*

(3.21)

Gupta computed 5 rather than CT,so our results differ from his by the exponential
factor.
As Gupt,a has point,ed out, t’he long range nature of the Coulomb potential
favors small momentum transfers, and the average momentum kansfer to the
electron in high-energy bremsstrahlung
is only 1q2 1 ,- rr?. This average moment,um transfer corresponds to electron scattering t,hrough an angle 0 I~ m/E:.
At such small angles the init,ial and final electron currents tend to cancel, with
t,hc result that ~54 - y’/‘m’ and multiple bremsstrahlung
is highly improbable.
Our Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21 ) leave this conclusion of Gupta unchanged, because
exp [CYA ln EjK,] is approximately
one at, small momcnt,um transfers.
Multiple bremsstrahlung
assumes some import,ance relat,ive to single bremsstrahlung only in the rare cases when t)he rlcctron scatters into large angles (0 >>
mjE’) or loses most, of its energy to bremsstrahlung,
(I up 1 .- ((A’ - m)2 - p’ 1
- mE).
In these cases our soft photon factor does decrease Gupta’s result somewhat. As an extreme example, consider t#hecosmic ray case E - 1014cv, K, - 10’
ev. The maximum possible momentum transfer from a nuckus with mass M is
of order ddll<. With Jt - 10” w, we obtain ai = 0.15 and exp [-ail
ln B/K,]
= exp (-2.8).
Values of w-L in excess of one are reached only in the region 1(1’ i/m” ,exp (r/S)
where there is considerable doubt, concerning the consistjency of
quantum electrodynamics.
In this region the soft photon fact,or makes Gupt,a’s
fault
more convergent, alt)hough neither Gupta’s result nor ours is really upplicable in virw of the many terms that have hcrn neglected.
The discussion of hremsstrahlung
in this section can easily he extended to
other mult,iple photon processes.
(d)

THE

EFFECT

OF

RECOIL

ON

ELECTRON

%L~TTERING

Recoil correct,ions to electron scatt)ering have been ronsidered by F’oldy rt al.
There are t,wo t,ypes of correct’ions; the
(ww j , but without radiative corrt&ions.
kinematical ones, which arc associated with the tjransformation
from the centerof-mass coordinat,e system to the laboratjory syst)em and the dynamical ones,
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which are associated with a modification of the cross section in the cent,er-of-mass
syst,em due to terms of order (E/M)
in the Hamilt,onian, where 111is the mass of
the recoiling nucleus. The dynamical corrections to the cross section turn out
to he of relative order (v~“/dU?) and are quite negligible. The corrections that,
arise when recoil and radiative corrections are ronsidered simultaneously mill he
called rsdiat,ive recoil corrections. Clearly the radiative corrections to t,he ordinaq
dynamical correct,ions will be quite negligible; we will neglect any such terms
that arise. However, the interact,ion of the recoiling nucleus with the quantized
electromagnetic
field must not he neglected; it’ gives an amplitude for soft photon
production of order (ZE/‘U)
times that of the elect,ron. In addition, there will
be kinemat,iwl
corrections due to the fact that if the electron has a given energy
loss, the missing energy will he shared between the photons and the recoiling
nucleus. WC shall not’ attempt to give a complete discussion including an nrhit,rary
number of photons, but shall consider only the one phot’on correction; at the end
of the sub-section a few brief remarks lvill be made about the treatment of many
soft photons.
Let us consider the dynamical radiative recoil corrertions first. In the infra,rcd
limit, t,hese are obtained by making the following substitution
for the facto1
associat,cd wit,h the emission of the photon

where p, p’ are the four-momenta
of the electron before and after scattering, and
I’, P’ are the corresponding four-momenta of the t.arget nucleus, which has charge
%. To obtain the differential cross section for clwtron
Fcattering with givrn
energy loss, it is nrcewary to integrate the square of ( 3.22), over photon angles.
The contribution from the square of the first term is gi\-en hy ( 2.52). The effect
of recoil is thus giwn by the suhstitutioll

All of t,he integrals

occurring

here can be expressed in terms of one basic one

(3.24)
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where

p, = xp, + (1 - x)p*.
Explicitly

I is given by

with
Q = 4Kprp2)”

- p1”pz”l,

q:2 = Pl” - p,“.
In the extreme relativist,ic
the form

limit for the electron,

the interference

term t’akes

(3.26)
(Here we have used the fact that, for j k j < j p I. p.1’ = p’.P’ and p.P’ =
p’.P.) Notice that there is no term containing In m. This can be understood quite
readily by inspection of (3.23). Ordinarily the In m comes from t,he region in
which k is nearly parallel to p (or p’) making the denominator k.p small. However, in this region t,he second factor in t.he interference t,erm takes t,he form

(

P”

----P.P

FM
IP I
-7
P.P’ ) 14

with a relative error of order (m2/E2)
; when this is multiplied by the first t’erm,
t,he result is zero and the near singularity of t,he first factor is cancelled out. The
cancellation of ln m terms is thus seen to be essentially a consequence of gauge
invariance. If now we make the nonrelativistic
approximation
for the recoiling
nucleus, the interference cont8ribution simplifies further t,o
(3.27)
The contribut,ion

from the recoiling nucleus is given by
(3.28)

where
Q’ = --c&P

+ P’)“.
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elect~ron is extremely relativistic
tion i:: expressed by the relation
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t’his reduces to

radiative recoil corrections.
and one photon is produced,

p’ + [(p’ + k)”

+ M”]“’

If the scat’tcrrd
energy conserva-

+ /C = p + (,p’ + X2)1,‘?

(3.30 1

in the cent8er-of-mass system. For simplicity we are using a minimum photon
momentitm rather t#han a phot,on mass. The magnitude of t,he vector k, derived
from (i3.30) for fixed electron energy and photon angle, depends on its dirert,ion
and is given by
k = t//3,

(3.31)

where
/3 = [(p” + X2)“’
for small k. The differential
now given by

+ (k.p’),‘k]/[(p”

+ J12)1’2 + ~1

cross sect,ion for scat,tering

with

(3.32)

energy loss c is

If e is large enough, it, will exceed (bk,,,in ) at all angles and the integral will reduce
t,o otA ; the result is the lowest, order approximation to (2.57) in the infrared limit,.
For values of E less than Ii~~~in, the integrand of (3.33 ) is nonvanishing over a
limit’ed angular region. We can estimate the effect as follows. Approximately
half of t,he integral comes from each of t#heregions, kj/p and k/jp’, due t,o t’he small
denominators in those regions. P’or kllp’, @is one; and for k/lp, it is
p = ,$ = [(p” + 1vy2
%1--142.
With

t,his approximation,

+ (p.p’)/p]/[(p”

+ L41z)1’2+ p]
(3.34)

2 ME
(3.33)

becomes
1

(6 >

kmin)

(3.35)
0

((kmin

>

El.

Of course, the separation into these t,hree regions is unphysical since JC,,in does
not, actually exist. However, when (3.X3) is integrat’ed to det,ermine the cross
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with energy loss less than AE, the result will be given by
AE
lG,,i,

111 ~

-+

In -

AE’

1

-

5

111E.

(3.36)

kmin

Taking int,o account the contribution of one virtual photon, we find the sum of
kinetic and dynamic radiative recoil corrections t’o order ~11~’ to be given by

The kinematic and dynamic corrections are of opposite sign and hence t,end to
balance each other out; either effect separately could account for a several percent
correction at energies of several hurldred million volts in electron-proton
scattering (but then the expansion in 111-l rould no longer be employed). The signs of
the two contribut’ions
can be understood int&ively.
The dynamic correction
t,ends to enhance the ordinary radiative correction, which is negative; the positive interference indicated in (3.27) arises simply from the fact that the electron
and nucleus have opposite signs for their charges and are moving opposite directions. This results in an enhancement of the current for emission and absorption
of photons. The qualitative explanation for the posit’ive kinematical corrections is
t,hat it extends the bremsstrahlung
spectrum as seen from the spectrum of the
scattered electron. For positron-proton
scattering, t(he two effects will interfere
constructively.
The correction may become quite large.
There are some subt’le questions about t,his treatment which should be mentioned. If one carries out t’he analysis of the kinematical corrections in the laborat,ory system, the factor of $5 does not appear in the approximate form of .$ (in
(3.31) ). The kinematical correction appears to be twice as large in the laboratory
as in the center-of-mass system! This difference must, of course, be compensated
for by a corresponding change in the matrix element’. This means t’hat the separation of recoil corrections into a dynamic and a kinematical part is not invariant.
To see explicitly where this correction occurs, consider (2.31). The noninvariant
quantities in this equation are E, E’, and E; however, in the extreme relativistic
limit for hhe electSron, (t/E’) is invariant.
(This is because the four-vector represent,ing the energy-momentum
loss of t,he electron is parallel to the four-vector
representing its final total energy-momentum,
if m can be neglected.) Hence the
noninvariant part of (2.31) is
-2

111;

1

.

In the center-of-mass
system, this expression vanishes
tory system, it reduces approximately
to

(E = E’). In the labora-
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This is just, sufficient to bring the two results into agrecmeut.
Another paradoxical point, is that, when many soft, photons are k&en into
consideration, Eq. (3.35 ) should bc replaced by (2.57 ). The restrictions
given
by (:3.:-S) will now have no effect, in the limit /<,,,i,,+ 0, since the exponential
factor in (2.57) damps the function suficiently
to make it integrable without,
t,he limitation of (S.%) . However, (8.:% ) leads to the right answer. To see how
t!his happens, let us reconsider the many photon treatment of Section 2. We shall
divide the soft real photons into two groups, those emitted roughly parallel
to p and those emitted roughly parallel to p ‘. Then in (2.18) one must, make the
substitution

The first, t,erm corresponds to a photon emit’ted parallel to p; the
into account t,he fact that it will remove t,he energy Eli from the
the electron. The second t’erm corresponds to photon emission
When the effect of this substitution
is followed through, it t’urns
a(B +B) by the addition of

factor .$ takes
final energy of
parallel to p’.
out to modify

giving agreement with the result, obt,ained by our approximat’e
another derivation of this result’ will he given in Section 4,.

methods.

(e)

BREMSSTHAHLUNG

PRODUCED

BY

SUCLEOSS

SCATTEKIIL'G

FROM

St,ill

NUCLEI

In certain situations, t,he scattering amplit#ude for nuclear scatt,ering is a very
rapidly varying funct’ion of energy. This may result in interesting effects in t,he
hremsst~rahlung produced in the scattering process if the following conditions
can be obtained. (i) The wavelength of t’he radiation is large compared with the
dimensions of t,he scattering region; t,his permits t’he use of infrared approximat8ions. (ii) The energy carried off by the photon is comparable wit’h or larger
than the energy interval over which a large change in the scatt,ering amplitude
occurs. A more complet,e discussion is given elsewhere (19) ; here we shall restrict,
our attention to a simple model of t,he process. Consider the scattering of a
nucleon from an infinitely heavy nucleus (so t’hat recoil current’s may be neglected) ; the matrix element for scattering from a state of momentum q, energy
E, to a state of momentum q’, energy I?, will be called Z’(,!?, q, q’). Only elastic
scattering will be discussed. The initial and final states need not be on the energy
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shell; 7 is drfined by

whelp q and q’ arc plsnr wave stnt.cs and H is the complete Hamiltonian for the
system, excluding all terms involving the cluantized electromagnet,ic field.
Sow we must, pick out the t,ermswhich will lead to a hremsst.rahlung spectrum
of the form (&Y//CJ. It, is obvious from our previous considerations that t,hese
will arise from thr emission of the photon from t,hr extrrnal lines; i.e., from t,he
incident or scat,ttred nucleon. In Ref. 19 it is shown t,hat all ot.her contribut,ions
arc of rclativc order (/<a), where a is a dimension of the sratt8ering region. The
amplitude for cmis4on followed by scat,t.ering is clearly proportional t&o
-lb;

T(E - k, p - k, p’),

where p is the momentum of t.he incident particle, E is it,s e;lcrgy ( = (p” + A$)“*)
and p’ is t)he momentum of the scat,tered parWe. Only p - k is off the energy
shell in t.he matrix clement occurring in (3.3 ) . However, since the dependence
of l’ on t)he momentum arguments is slowly varying, we may replace the argument, p - k by p, where p is parallel to p but, lies on the energy shell; the error
is again of relative order (/ia j. The amplitude for scattering followed by emission
may be treated in t,he samemanner. In this casethe final momentum q’ = p’ +
k is off the energy shell and may be replaced by p’, which is parallel to p’ and
on t,hr energy shrli. The sum of t~hetwo contributions is then proportjional t,o

wheref( 0, E) is the amplitude for scat#teringat the angle 0 of a particle of energy
P. By assumption, the difference bet,ween .f( 0, E) and .f( 8, E - k) cannot’ be
neglected. This gives rise to interest’ing interference effect’s and enables one t,o
compare t,he scat.tering amplitudes at neighboring energies.
The main effect we have neglected is recoil ( 17) ; this may be taken intro account
by means of the following suhst,it,ut.ionsin (3.40)
e’p

lc. p -‘;2p+%6.p

e.P

e.p’
. ’
~+$+“k.P’.

e.P’
-

For prot#on scattering from a nucleus, recoil reduces the current by about a
factor of two and the bremsstrahlung cross section by about a factor of four.
For neutron scatt,ering from a nucleus, t.he ent.ire current for bremsstrahlung
emissionis due to recoil; t,he bremsstrahlung cross section is comparable t,o that
for proton scat,tering.
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4. GENERALIZATIONS

This section has two purposes. The first of theses is the present,at8ionof a
general treatment showing the cancellat’ion of the infrared divergence for an
arbitrary process. The main result of this treatment is that the infrared dependeuce can be ext#racted as exponential factors and t,reatcd completely, as in
the discussion of electron scattering. However, the gcneralizatiou of ZJ(&)
canuotj, in general, he given in closed form. This analysis, which is maiuly of
theoretical interest, will be carried out in Sections 4(a) and 4(b). The second purpose is more practical; it is to discusssomeof the problems that’ are likely to arise
in t,ypical calculations. Since the infrared dependence includes all the terms
which are bilinear in 111( E/m) and ln ( Ali:/L’)
and some of t#hcterms which are
linear in t’hesequantities as well, it gives an important1 part of the lowest order
rudiat,ive correct,ions. Because the infrared contribution depends only on the
external charged lines, it is therefore possible to make a very good e&mate of
the radiative corrections without a great, deal of labor. It, turns out, however,
t,hat t,he main dificulty in calculating such radiative corrcct’ions is that they may
he very dependent on the experimental conditions. The maximum energy which
a real phot,on may carry ofI can he very seneitive to its direction, depending
upon t)he act#ualexperiment,al condit,ions. It is therefore not possible to give a
final formula in simple form which will give the infrared radiative correct,ions
to an arbitary process. However, we can give a guide for such calculat,ions and
illustrate it in a few special cases.This practical discuwion will be presented in
Section 4~.
(a) CANCELLATION

OF IXFRARED

DIVERGENCE

IX THEGENERALCASE

In order t’o give a completely general discussion of the cancellation of t#he
infrared divergences due to the real and virtual photons, it is necessaryto discuss
the situation where the experimental arrangement restrict’s the momentum, as
well as the energy carried off by the unobserved photons. An example of such an
experimental situation has been given in Sect8ion3(d) and further examples will
be given in Section 4(c). In these examples the magnitude and direction of the
totma moment’um carried off by the phot)onsaffects the value of the total energy
which t’hey can carry off. Supposeinit#ially that all the particles, as well as any observed phot,ons, have momentum and energy complet’ely fixed. Then t,he tot,al
energy and momentum available t)o unobserved photons will be called h’, and K,
respectively, w&h 1K / lesst,hen or equal to k’,, if the processis kinematically possible. Following the procedure of Srct,ion 2, energy and momentum conservatjion
can be represented by the integral

(W
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Ii) is then given hi

u = lim exp (2~ Re B) (&a
LO

.I . . . s

d4.r 2” Ii

where p stands for the set. of all momenta of
and t,he other quant’ities have the natural
expected.
To demonstrate the infrared cancellation,
which will be given in (,4.5), with k’,(n)
to
(hut satisfying k’,(Q)
>> X in all directions‘).

the observed particles and phot,ons
generalizations
which would be
we use the general definition of B
be defined in some convenient, way
Thett we define D by
(4.3)

D is a funct~ional of h’, , as well as a function of y and .P; it contains no infrared
divergence. It will be shown in Sect,ion 4h that infrared divergences itt 8 and
Re B cancel each other, as in electron scattering. Then the differential cross
section reduces to
u = exp[201(ReB+B)1&A

s

a..

d4 .r

eik..r+D

s
(4.4)

x
We have thus shown the infrared cancellation in an arbitrary process. Eq. (4.4 )
is the generalization of (2.22).
In a realkkic experiment,al skuation,
t)he observed particles will not have
uniquely given values of the energy attd momentum; in fact, it is not always
convenient, to observe the final states of all t,he particlcs (for example, thr recoiling nucleus in elec.t,ron watt~erittg is not usrtally observed). It will then he
necessary to int,egrate (4.4) over some range of vulucs of t,hr various momenta
contained in y; in turn this means integra,bion over some rattge of K and KO . It
is not, convenient or profit,ahle to t,ry to develop a general approach to this
problem which mill work in all situations. In any practical calculation, one would
desire only t#ocalculate the cross sertiott consistently to some dcfittite order of 01.
Equation (4.4) indicates horn such a calculation catt he carried out without encountering any infrared divergences aside from those contained in B and B,
which cancel each other and can be easily t,reated. In (4.4) the separation of
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the real phot80n infrared di\-crgence into a part fi and a part’ D depends on the
choice of a fumkion k’,(62). It nom seems appropriate to choose this function
so that) all of t’hr infrared dependence to order CYappears in B; that is, so that
the cont’rihution arising from D vanishes t,o first order in o(. Assuming that the
range of imegration of 1; includes the origin in energy and momentum space and
comains a portion of the light, cone, it is easily seen that the k-, for a given directiou is the maximum \-aluc of 1K 1 for which 1K 1 = k’,, and K points in the
gi\-en direction. ;\Iore complicated situations will uot he discussed here.

Sest) we give a gtneral dctinitioil of H and fi. Consider an arbitrary process
cant aining w charged incoming and outgoing particles, each with charge eZi and
momentum P, . The diagrams contrilmting
to 17 (or H), the infrared factor fat
rral (virtual)
photons can still hr descrihcd hy l’ig. 3 (E’ig. 2). The csterual
lines in Figs. 2(a) and :3(a), (h) now rcprcscnt any pair of free charged particles.
Each charge may he incoming or out going, hoson or fcrmion. The shaded area
now represents the remaining part of the process including other external lines,
and is k&en to t)c indcprndcnt
of /i. The appropriate genrralixation of I$. (2.24)
for B is

(4.5)
whew Zi has the sign of the ith charge and 8, = + ( - ) if i is outgoing (incoming). In general, k’, may vary with angle, as WC have indicated in Srct8ion 4(a).
As in Section 2, B is garigc in\-ariant and vanishes when none of the charge lines
reccivc any niomcntiu~i transfer.
The corresponding
generalization of 8 ( I<(1 ( 2.23) ), the infrared factor fur
\-irtual phokms, to arbitrary proccsscs is giwn hy

With t#he help of the relationship

(4.7)
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) may lx transformed
ternal lines

t,o the form of sums owr

pairs of es-
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and

l’:quut,ions (2.23) and (2.24) are seen t,o be special cases of these definitions. The
cont,rihut,ion to B from t,he phot,on propagat’or pole, where t)hc virtual photon
lies on the mass shell, cancels t,hr infrared part, of 8, just as in Eqs. (2.25) and
(2.26). If part,icles i and j in the initial or final states arc identical, B and i?
will clearly be symmetric in the variables of t,hese part,irles. Thus infrared factors
do not change t,he overall symmetry of t,he matrix elements they multiply.
The quantit~ies Bij and Bij are evaluated in Appendix C; neglecting nonlogarithmic terms, they are

gj

c -~
zi “;:

‘j riln $ + In z

- i p, ‘pj

(‘4.10)
+

BZj(

[k’rnl, kl)

where
(4.11)
and

(4.12)

where 2p, = (1 + r)pi + (1 - .r)pj and 2~~’ = (1 + X)p$i - (1 - .r)pjtij.
The expression (4.10) is independent of k, , which is t’o be chosen in some convenient way. If O;ej = -1, p: is equal to p12, B;j is real, and several terms
cancel when 8,j and Bij are added. If eiej = +l, the sit,uation is more complicated; however, as shown in Appendix C by means of a change of variables, the
same cancellations occur when Bii and Re Bi, are added. With t’he neglect of
nonlogarithmic
terms, the result is

Bij + Re

B,jx

i
Zi OiZj 01
2lr !

s-1

-___
pz'

r1.z

when (pi - pj)’ < 0 [if rn: > 2p,.pj the result is altered by adding -+1n”(2pi.pj/
mi”) to the bracket as shown in Appendix C, Case (b)]. If WC set, m; = mj = m,
Z; = Zj = 1, O,Oj = -1, and K, = lil = E, this reduces to (2.:31).
Those p&s of Bij which involve one inroming alld one out,going particle
are always purely real. In terms involving a pair of incoming (or outgoing)
particles, there is also an imaginary part, which is diagrammed in I:ig. 5.

(b)

(a)
FIG. 5. The t,ypical

diagrams

cont,ributing

to t,he Coulomb

phase

factor.

Such imaginary parts give us the long-range vontribut,ions t,o t,he familiar
Coulomb phase shift.’ Some of t)his imaginary part arises from the “ab9 This was first pointed
out by Dalitz
(23) who found t.he phase change arising
from the
second Born approximation
and showed
that the (log X)2 term in the third
Born
approximation
(for the SchrGdinger
equation)
corresponds
correctly
to an expansion
of a phase
factor.
More
recently,
Kacser
(24) has given a more complete
treatment
of the infrared
factor
of the third
Born approximation
and has verified
that it is - ($5) times the square
of the imaginary
part of the second Born approximation
phase change.
His result
includes
angular
dependence,
which the present
treatment
does not.
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sorpt.ive contrihut.ion”
corresponding
t,o the situation when hot.h charged
part’irle propagators are simultaneously
free; this “absorptive”
part, can be
estimated hy using the -iia6( Ii” + 2~;. I<) parts of both charged partirlc
propagators
(the mathemat8irs is similar to IGls. ( 2X5)-(2.26)
). Doing
SO, one obt~ains for thr ahsorptivc d/</k part, of crB,, in the i - j cent,cr of
mass :
aRij (ahs.)

=

-iCYZi

Zj

p,

‘pj

s

I+

p,
=-- -iCLZi
27r(E’i + l$)
Zj

Fd&2

‘pj

s

[--isS(P

A2
-

6( -k2

- 2p;k)][-i7d(k2

+

+ 2p,.k)

2pj.l;)]

(4.15)

where 1pL 1 = 1pj / = p. This is not t.he complete contrihut,ion
to the
Im B,j . There is another part coming from t,he principal value parts of
both charged particle propagators. This may be writ,ten
a&

(P.V.)

-iiaZiZjpi*pj
= ~___7r3

* d4k
____
I k2 - x”
(lc2 - 2Pi.k)
(I;’ + 2pj.k)
[(P - 2pi.?cy + E?] [(A? + 2p,.k)” + E2]

(4.16)

The complete calculation of Im Bij is given in t,he Appendx. Here we shall
give a rough estimate which indicates that the contribution
of (4.16) is
approximately
t,he same as that of olBii (abs.). It is convenient to make
the following change of variables in (4.16)

where k = 1k I. For k2 < 2kp, we may approximat,e the int’egration over
this new variable by extending the limits to f cs ; for k2 > 2kp, we neglect
t.he result. Integration over this new variable gives

which leads to t’he same result as (4.1.5) , and then to
(4.17)
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This agrees with the result in the Appendix, to the given order of approximation. Elect#ron-potential scattering is given by the limit Ej >> E, :
(4.18)
If we sum over all such contrihmions
for t,wo outgoing charges, we obtain
t#he divergent part of the familiar Coulomb wave function for two charged
particles, exp [CXIm Bi,]. Xn extension of our procedure is necessary in
order to obtain the finite angle-deprndent
part of the Coulomb phase shift.
The following plausibility
argument, implies t#hat the argument of (-I.181
should bc multiplied by sin 0,‘2. The upper limit of the integration with
respect, to ( k ! should not be 2p when the momentum transfer is small,
since the soft photon would then have a greater momentum than t’he ones
in thr basir interartion. If we replace the upper limit 2p by the momentum
transfer 2p sin 0, 2, the desired result, is obt#ainrd.
More generally, each pair of initial and final state charges contrihmes a
Coulomb phase factor. Rather than cancelling, thtse factors cahange the
phase of t#he wave functions by an amount1 which approaches infinity as
)\ -+ 0 (corresponding
to the In 21~ phase in the Coulomb wave functions
in the idealized case of no scretning).
Such infinite phase factors have no
experimeiit,al coiiscqueiiccs.

The iilong-ratlge”
character of infrared radiative corrections
allows us to
give expressions for these corrections which apply to any process independently
of its “short,-range”
details. The virtual states involved in infrared terms are
nearly real, dominating the radiative correc+ons in many cases. Therefore it is
both possible and desirable to give a general guide for the calculat,ion of the
infrared contribution
to a general radiat,ivc correc*tion. A complet#e calculation
would requirt the evaluation of the noninfrared t,erms, which are represented by
p1 and & . It is our belief that it is preferable to ptrform the calculat~ion according to t)he pattern suggested here rather than to calculate p1 and ;1 with the
arbit)rary cutoff included, atld then to cancel the infrared divergence later.
The fractional infrared contribution to a cross section is given by
%(Re

R + B) = 2CYC (It? Bi, +
(4.19,
z<.I
where Re Rij + B,j is given by (,1.13) or (1.1-l). These expressions are invariant
(but not’ covariant)
and heme may be rraluated in any reference frame. The
difficult part of any dcUhti~JI1
reduces to finding K,(Q)
from the cxperiment~al
conditions and then to evalltating B:;( [K.,], X1). Th’ is requires a separate and
careful discussion of each experimental arrangement.
E3,j‘i,
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There exist ouly a few examples of calculations in the literat’ure where t,he
dependence on K,(9) ih important and has been taken into account,. WC shall
now give a brief discussionof these examples as well as some new ones.
( i ) Eltdvn
Scatteriny including
nuclear recoil, excitation, and particle emission.
These have been discussedin Sect,ions3(b) and S(d). The energy availahle to undet,ected photons is t,he electron energy loss, lesst,he energy whicahgoesto nuclear
recoil, excitation and part,icle emission. Whenever t.he nuclear recoil energy can
be neglected, undet,ect,edphotons may assumeany moment,um K up to t#heirt)otal
energy & , and KOis independent of the dir&ion of K. Hut if nIlclear recoil has
to he considered explicitly, then the relationships of K t,o nuclear momentum,
nuclear moment~umto nuclear kin&c cl~crgy, and nuclear kinetic energy to k’0
have t.he (*onsequeucet.hst k’” depends on the direction of K, a,swe have seenin
Section :3(d).
In the problem treated in Section 3(d), electron scattering with nuclear recoil t,aken into acrount, energy-momentum conservation is expressed by
(p +

1’ -

p’ -

13’ -

I,), = 0

(4.20)

for single photon emission. In the special Lorentz frame defined by
p,+i;qj+p-p'=o,

the photon energy is i&ropic

(4.21)

and is given by

(Jf2 + pj""

+ l = [cp + 1’ _ p’)z]112.

(4.22)

Now suppose that itI t.hc cent,er-of-mass system the electron scatters with
energy loss 5 AE. We choose t,he Lorentz frame defined by (4.21) with p’
taken to be the minimum
moment,um of the scattered electron compatible
with the given energy resolut,ion. Then in (4.141, k’,n(~) is isotropic and we
may take k, = K,, thus eliminating 8’( [rC,], X1). From (4.22), we find for
small A&
fl = AE(p + dp2

+ W)/!l/.

(4.23)

In order to calculate t.he quant.it.y Bii + Re Bij associat,edwith t.he incident
and scattered electron, we also need ~0 and $0’. These are given by
p,, = p . (p + I’ = [p(p”

+ ALP)“”

%’ = p’ . (p + I’ = [p(p’

+ M2)“2

p’)/N
+ p.p’]/M,
p’)/Af
+ p2]/M,
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so that

in agreement, wit.h (3.134) and (:3X).
The llrt* result contributed
1)~ the set of qunntit ies B,j + I& H,, where
i refers to an electron line and j to a nucleus line , goes t’hrough in a similar
manner. The approximate form (-4.11)
is no longer corrwt since A/’ is not
small compared to p. I’. It also turns out that the caorrcct,result, can he ohtained by setting E, cclual to the rlwt~ron’s energy in 1~21.(5. IX’), since the
main rontrihution (wrnesfrom regions of .r for which this is true. The result
is the same as that already give11in Section 3(d).
(ii ) I’air pwduction
(y + I’ -3 C+ + fs + I’) with the puir rlekctcd iu coinciclewc (11 ). The det,erminution of K,,, for a given illc+lcnt photon etrcrgy in this
case is very smilnr to electron-proton writ tcring, for ill I,oth prowsscs all light
particles in the final st’atc are detected a~rda heavy partklc is availuhle to halalw
momrutum. In pract,iw one must usually integrate over a broad spectrum of incident, photo11energies to obtain a comparison with esperimrllt, and K,,t lxxwmes
quite large unless the dctwtcd pair elwrgy lies near the ripper limit of this broad
speckurn.
(iii) C’ompt.oH scattr>riny (y + e -7. y + c) (6) or clcctlon-clcct~oll
scnttcrinq
(e + e --i c + c) (9, IO), with both particles dvtcctcd in coincidcrzcc. These cxses
conkast, grrat81y with electron-potcllti:ll scxtkring l~e~auscof the nlwnw of
heavy particles. lqor example, in tlect’roll-pot,rlltial swt’tcring the venter-of-maw
and laboratory frames of reference are the same. Hut in C:onipt~oii scattering
(initial clrct,ron at rest ), the infrared factors of order Q ln’ given by (I.13 ) are

(4.24)
if K, is isotropic in the renter of mass (E is t,hr center-of-muss elect ran energy ),
and
(1.25)
if K, is isotropic in the laboratory (here E’ is t’hr laborat80ry energy of t.hc ougoing electron) .I” Geometrically, one expe& (1.24) and (4.25) t)o differ whell
E >> m because a sphere in the lahorat,ory t)ransforms into an rstremcly prolate
ellipsoid in the renter of mass.Kl~merkally, under the cwilditioll E’ = 500 MC\
I0 Discussions
w?th
(4.23)
and (4.24).
He
scattering.

Y. S. Tsai
has shown

were
that

helpful
in understanding
the difference
between
a similar
ditferenre
exists
for electron-electron
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( laboratory 1) E - 11 I&v (center of mass), p.p’ = M’“, and K,,JE (center of
mass) = KVi/‘E’ (laboratory)
= ><oo; Eqs. (,4.24) a11d (4.25’) have the values
2a(R

+ r3) % -0.16

i 4.24’)

2a(R

+ I?) z

(4.25’)

and
-0.10.

The 6% difference between cross sectSions computed wit,h (4.24 ) or (4.25) should
make apparent, the importance of treating K, correctly.
The mathemat,ical origin of the difference between (4.24) and (4.25) can be
traced to the E, dependence in (4.13 ). The approximate form (4.14) is not valid
if E, << Ej . In t.he present. case we have &I, = s2[(1 + .r)m + (1 - .T)&‘] and
pz - = l,zrn[(l + .?)m + ( 1 - .1?)13]. Alt’hough the p,’ dependence assures that
most of the integral comes mainly from the regions .r = + 1 and .L = - 1, it is
not true t,hat’ In B, can be approximated by In m and In E’ in those t,wo regions.
In fact, in the region near .r = 1, E’, varies so rapidly t.hat the mean value of
ln E, in that region is more nearly lndmtj:’
than In m. This accounts for t,he
difference between (4.14) and (4.25). A more detailed discussion is given in
Appendix C.
In act’ual experiments neit,her of t.heserequirements (K, isotropic in centerof-mass or laboratory system) is likely to be realistic. Tsai has considered the
radiative corrections t.o electron-el&ron scattering in t.he center-of-mass system
in a clashing beam experiment, (10) (referred t#oas F,xp. I by Tsai) In this experiment the two scatt,ered electrons are detected in coincidence with virt,ually
no energy resolution (AK - E). It is clear that. if a photon is emit.ted parallel
to either final electron, K, is then of order E. However, if it is emitted perpendicular to the direction of the final electrons, K, is much smaller and is drtermined by the angular resolut,ion (AE - EAB). Thus K, has a very strong angular dependence. It is interesting to note that when Tsai picks out the dominant
t,erms in his cross sect,ion t,hey correspond to the infrared approximat,ion plus
t’he magnetic terms plus vacuum polarization. There are no addit’ional logarithmic
terms. This is true even though t.he emitted phot,ons take off a considerable fraetion of the energy. Since the magnetir, and vacuum polarization correct,ions can
easily be evaluated by straightforward ext,ensions of the t,cchniques presented
in the present paper,” we believe t.hat the main labor of fut,urc calculations should
he ronccrned with finding K, and evaluating the integral 8ii([K,],
Icl) rathel
t,han with the calculation of the mat,rix elements. Of course, if it is desired to go
beyond the logarithmic terms a caompletecalculation will hc necessary.
I* It is ilnportsnt to note in this connectionthat Tsai has shown (10) that the two double
photon
eschange
diagrams
k&en
together
contain
no logarithmic
contribution
although
they do when considered
separately.
This cm also be shown by :t consitler&,ion
of the regions
of dominant
contribution
of the integrals,
nit,hout
tlebiled
c:onrprlt:tt,ion.
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In the more usual experiment where initially an electron is at rest (Compton
scattering
or electron-electron
scat,tering’) and where the final particles are
dekcted in coincidence wit,h total energy resolution, AE, other complications
arise. In this case the energy of the scat’tered particles is wry angular dependent,
(in the high-energy limit ), so again the effect of angular resolution is very import,ant,. If the angular resolution is very good and AI< << 1~1,K, will he isot,ropic.
However, in high-energ: experiments (13 7 100 Me\-) such good energy resolution is unlikely. If Ar!: > WL,K, will hecome very anisotropic. Icor example, if a
photon is emitted backward
it is energetically impossible for it, to remove an
energy greater than 11~:2 (this may he seen most, easily by the condition that, the
four-moment~um of t.he remaining particles must he inside t,he light cone). If it
is emitted forward there is no such restriction and K,, - AE’. If the angular IWOlut,ion is not good aud the counters are adjusted to accept ony partliclcs which
exceed a minimum energy E’:, , AE will vary with direction ( AE = Eel( 0) - E, ),
and may not have a well-defined value.
(iv) Hiyh-Energy
experiments
in which at leust one liyht particle is undetected.
Since an ultrarelativistie undetected parWe behaves kinematically like a photon,
nearly all of its energy is arailahle to undetected phot’ons. &in example in the
literakwe is pair production (y + I’ + et + ~1~+ I’), wit,h the electron undetected (11). In this caseE,- - 40 hlev considerably exceeded the energy resolntion of the magnet which detected t#heposit8ron,so K, for a given incident photon
energy was essentially E,- . On account of the undetected proton, K, was nearly
isot’ropic.
In ult,rarelativistir e + e -, P + e, undetecstedphotons c’antake nearly all the
energy of an undet’ected elcct8ron if they are parallel to the elect8ron, hut, are
limited to -me if they are antiparallel to the electron. In this case, t’hen, K, is
large and highly anisotropic. The dynamical effect of retardation factors strongly
favors emission parallel t.o an elect,ron, so t.he most, significant values of K, are
those in the direction of one of the electrons. Remarks similar to those of (iii)
could be made ahout this process. For an example treakd in detail, the reader is
referred to Tsai’s discussion of Esp. II (IO).
(v j Decay Processes.Our whole discussion of soft photons in scattering prohlems applies equally well to particle dways. In decays such as Kf + 2~~ + 6,
et,c., detectzion of all the charged parkle backs fixes the energy availahle t.o photons wit’hin limits set’ hy observational errors. There are other decays, such as
~1-+ e + v + V, in which K, is necessarily very large.
5.

SOME

THEORETICAL

IMPLICSTIONS
PHENOME?jO?;

OF

THE

ITFRARED

DIVERGENCE

It appears from t.he foregoing sect,ionsthat, becauseof t.he infrared divergence,
quant,um electrodynamics is formally not, a well-defined theory. However, we saw
that in spite of this it is possible to extract physically meaningful results from it
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by some limiting procedure. It is likely t.hat this formal difficulty arises because
we treat t,he initial and final xtat,es of motion of the charged particles as plane
wave st,ates. In any practical situation in t.he laboratory, t.he charged part,icles
would remain wit,hin a bounded region during t,he course of the experiment,; they
would therefore not’ easily emit photons of wavelength longer than the dimensions of t)hr laboratory. This sllggests that, a complct,c wave packet, descript,ion
of an experiment, in which the charged part,icle starts at rest, is accelerat,ed,
scat’ters (&c. ), and is fiually brought to rest, in a detector would not require any
special cut,off. Such a descript,iou would he prohibitively
difficult, and it is iutuit.ivcly clear that. it, would not produce results which differ significant.ly from the
ones we have derived here. It) may help reassure us to kuow, however, that the
theory is not incwlsinbwt
with respect8 to the infrared divergences and that the
cutoff procedure is really a matter of pract’ical couveuiencc rather thau a dist#ortiou of the cout8ent, of t,he theory. On t,he ot,her hand, t.hc infrared divergence will
surely lead to difficulties in defiuing asymptotic st,at,es and iu and out fields. We
do not1 intend to discuss t,hese difficult~ies in t’hc prescut, swtio:l; rat’her WC shall
shorn how result,s like those of the preceding sections may influence some ot,her
t.hcowti(A
~o:isidrtat.iotls.
(a)

&LL~~N'SPROOFTHAT

QUANTUM

ELECTRODYNAMICS

1s ~NCOKSISTENT

(25)

The validit,y of this proof has been questioned elsewhere (26). In the present
diwnssion, we shall indicate how infrared divergence considerations tend to make
an inttrmcdiatc
rcsultj ill KB116n’s proof appear implausible. It should he stressed
iu advance t,hat, the infrared divergence treat,ment is based on perturbation
theory aud is helice not rigorous. It. is also t.rue t,hat our result, could agree with
I&H&l’s if the so-c4lcd “spurious charge-renormalizatio:l
constant,” were infinit,c;
this would not, contradict B~ll6n’s conclusion. Thus the present, arguments have
intJuitive value o:lly and arc not to he int,erpreted as a disproof of IGMu’s
argumcut .
It will hc c~onvcuicnt~ to start with a review of some of the main feat,ures of
I<5ill&‘s argument,. 111the proof it, is assumed iuit,ially t,hat t,he renormalizbion
constaub, aud also all physically significant mat,rix elements, are finite. It is
claimed that, t.his places such strong restrict.ions on the mabix elements that oue
is led ultimately t,o t,hr cwnclusiou that at least one of the renormalization
constants is infinite, in contradictjion to t’he original assumptjious. The argument, proceeds through the stltdy of the charge renormalizat,ion co,wtaut
(1 - L)-““,
which is given hy
(1 - L)-’

= 1 + ii(O),

(5.1)

where
(5.2)
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and

P denotes t,he principal value, and the sum in (5.3) goes over all states for which
the wctor Q, has a given value. In spite of the indefinite metric of ctuautum electrodynamics, each st’at,egives a positive contribution to ~(a).
KB116nconsiders particularly the contribut’ion to ( 5.3) arising from the state
of an electron-positron pair; this gives a lower hound to ~(,a). The problem theu
reduces to a st#udyof the mat#rix element (0 / j, / y, y’), where y aud y’ are, rcspccGvely, t’he energy-momentum rectors of t.he electron aud positron, satisfying
q + y’ = (3. The essential point in the proof is the assertion t,hat as Q” --) XI
this matrix element approaches (N”/ 1 - L) times the rcuormalized perturbation
expression, where N is the spurious charge renormalization. This would lead to a
constant, contribution to a( a) as a -+ = and hence would cause the divergeace
of the integral in (5.2) (logarit,hmically, as in perturbation theory ), t,hus yiclding t’he desired conclusion that the initial assumptious are contradicted.
On the other hand, a matrix element of the form (0 1j, / x) has a simple physical interpretation; it is directly related t)o the matrix element for au extcrual potential to induce a transition from the vacuum to the state z (to lowest8order
in t’he external potential). We can thus apply t’he apparatus built up iu the preceding sertions. In part)icular we expect,
(0 lj, I y, y’) = rxp (aB)(O Ij:“’ ( y, y’>ll + OCa)l.

( 5.4)

(The j,(,“’ means t’he matrix element’ in lowest order of perturhatiou theory.) As
x --:. 0 (or alternatively, Q” + m ), B tends towards minus infinity; there is 110
other infrared divergence. Thus it seemslikely that if t,he mat,rix element is not
infinite, it, is zero. This result has a simple physical interpret’at,ion: It is impossible
for an external potential to create a pair of particles, complete wit,h their proper
fields, without’ creating somereal phot’ons. Equat8ion (5.l) would be inconsistent
with Ka116n’sresult unless N = 0. If N = 0, K&11&i’s main conclusiou would,
of course, be correct,. In an earlier crit’icism of KB;ll&l’s proof, Johnsou ( .z??‘)
poimed out. that while (0 ( j, 1y, y’) is gauge invariant’ in all orders, N is uot. He
also showed that in the lowest order of perturbation theory t)he matrix element
does not approach N*/( 1 - L) times the Born approximations. This criticism
was recent’ly answered by IGUn (28). Rec*ently, Johnson and Zumino (299)
studied the gauge dependence of N in detail. Their work indicat,es that, in the
gauge used by KBll6n the infrared dependenceimplies N = m rat)her than N = 0.
The infrared divergence in (.5.-l) will, of czoursenot) nct,ually occur iu (,5.3)
becausethe sum over states z will include real soft phot,ons. In fat+, we (*aucst,imat)e t,he effect, of summing over st’ates with soft photons in addition to the
electron-positron pair. Suppose we permit the soft photons to t,ake off au energy
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up to the amount K (in the center-of-mass
coordinate system). In the problem
under considerat,ion K is of course equal to Q - 2m.. However, a complete calculation, with Q - 2m as t,he upper limit; for the t,otal energy of the soft, photons,
would be rather involved. Instead for purposes of orientation, we chooseK << Q.
Then we may apply the methods of Section 4a with the result,
r1(Q2, K) = F(d)

exp

1,
1 (1+O(a)
d”)(Q”)

(5.5)

where ?ri”’ is the one-pair contribution to ?rin lowest order. It is clear that in the
complete result the infrared suppression which occurred in (5.4) is no longer
present’, and it is intuitively plausible that, as K + Q - 2m t’he exponential
factor is no more important, than other higher order terms which have been
neglectsedin the one-pair colkribution. It has been pointed out by Lomon and
Shaw” that, t,he factor F(olA) in (5.5) will tend to damp out, r1 when Q” becomes
very large [see Section 2(e)]. It is not clear from t’he present, work whether this
damping is sufficiently strong t,o bring about t’he convergence of (5.2).
Our intuitive discussionindicates that it, may not be easy t,o construct, a proof
that ii(O) is infinite by a consideration of the one-pair contribution alone. In
order to avoid the infrared divergence problem, it may be more convenientj to
study the matrix elementsinvolving those states x in which there are no electrons.
These will not, he influenced by the infrared divergence.‘” A simple dimensional
argunlent shows that the matrix element for the production of n-photons can be
expressed in the form

(5.6j
If H does not vanish as (m.‘dQ”)
-+ 0, (5.6) will give a constant’ contribnt,ion
t’o a in the limit Q” + m . The problem can thus be handled by studying the limit,
of H as m --+ 0. In the casewhere charged particles exist in the state x, the analog
of (5.6) will vanish as m + 0 becauseof the infrared divergence. However, there
is no obvious reason why it should do so in the present case. The quantity m
enters t.he expression H through the one or more closedelect.ron loops which must
occur in t,he diagrams conkibuting to the matrix element. There are two types
of such closed loops: those which occur in vacuum polarization graphs, and
closed loops with four or more “ext’ernal” !ines. So singularity seemsto arise
12 The pure photon
states in (5.3) were used in certain
theoretical
arguments
by K5llBn
(30) and Kamefuchi
(31). However,
they misused
the results
of Gupta
(18) on multiple
photon
production.
As we have seen in Section
3C, Gupta’s
results
are essentially
the
dominant
infrared
contribution
and they apply
specifically
to the case where
there
are
external
charged
lines. Gupta’s
met.hods
(and ours) can make no statement
shout
pure
photon
processes.
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when we set ‘rn equal to zero in the latter type. The former type does have a
logarithmic dependence on m in the lower orders of perturbation theory. However,
following the assumptions of IGll6n’s proof, we may now invoke the condition
that, the renormalization
co&ants
are finite. Then T(a) --) 0 as a -+ 30; but s
is dimensionless and hence can depend only on a/m’. Thus as m ---f 0, ?r must
vanish for all nonvanishing a. The same must, hold for ii. This means t.hat we
may omit all vacuum polarization part,s from internal photon lines if we multiply
such lines by the factor (1 - L)-‘. The prescription for H thus becomes: (i)
omit all graphs having vacuum polarization contributions
but introduce a factor
(1 - L)-’ for each internal phot’on line. (ii) set m = 0 in all elect,ron lines, If
the resulting H does not vanish, the theory is inconsistent.
(h)

THE

IXFHARED

DEPESDEXCE

OFTHE

SPIYRIOTIS

C(H~RGE

RENORMALIZATION

It is well known that. as a consequenceof Ward’s identity (3%‘) t.he charge renormalizations associated w&h the vertex operator and t’he electron propagator
(or wave function) cancel each other in quantum electrodynamics. Neither of
these renormalizations is separately independent of the gauge of the quantized
electromagnetic field; but the cancellat,ion is gauge-independent. The gauge
dependence of this spurious charge renormalization has recently been inrestignted thoroughly by Johnson and Zumino (23 ) Their result may be summarized
ax follows. If the phot.on propagator undergoes the t.ransformation
$&(.r - yj = $(:r

- y) + ~3,d,J~(:r - y),

(5.7)

the spurious charge renormalizat,ion undergoes the transformat,ion
Z1’ = esp I -2X(0

) \Z, .

(5.8)

It is also known that in the usual covariant gauge the spurious charge renormalization has an infrared divergence. It has been found (331 that. with t.he special gauge given by the substitution
(5.9)
the infrared divergence of Z1 disappears in lowest order. We wish now to give
arguments that with this special gauge Z, will not have an infrared divergence
in any order. The spurious charge rcnormalizat’ion is given by t.he vert.ex operator
evaluated on the energy shell with zero momentum transfer; this corresponds to
calculating the forward scattering amplitude in lowest order in the external potential with the omission of all wave function renormalizations. According to
hppendix A, Eqs. (2.2.) and (2.3) are valid for zero momentum transfer; to pick
out t’he spurious charge renormalization, we must now omit the contributions
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given by the diagrams in Fig. 2(b), (c). In place of (2.3), we find
Zl’a(p,

p) = exp (cd’)

C M,‘(p,

p?,

(5.10)

where
__ d% . [p”k” + a(ky)“]
19 - x” k2(1;2 _ 2k.p)?

(5.11)

.

The t,reatment here is slightly different from t,hat of Section 2 in that, terms of
higher order in k in t.he numerat,or have been incorporat,ed in mlL’ rat)her than B’.
In Section 2 they were ret,ained in order to preserve gauge invariance, hut, t.hat
is neither necessary nor desirable here. The second term in t#hesquare bracket’ of
(3.11) contains t’he contribut,ion from the gauge change. The sum in (5.10) contains the noninfrared parts of the spurious charge renormalization, including t’he
ultraviolet divergent part.
Direct evaluat,ion shows that (.?.ll) remains finite as /\ + 0. This confirms
that with the special choice of gauge given by (5.9) the spurious charge renormalization will have no infrared divergence. It. should he emphasized that, (5.9)
is the form of t#herenormalized photon propagator in the limit 1~'-+ 0 (that is,
with the omission of finite radiative corrections). This is clearly only one example
of a whole class of gauges having t’his property.
(C)

THE
TRON

INFRaRED

DEPENDENCE

OF THE

VER’IEX

FT3CTIOK

AND

THE

ELEC-

PROPAGATOR

The elect,ron propagator and vertex function off t.he mass shell have no infrared divergence, and no infrared cutoff is necessaryfor t’heir evaluation. However,
these funct,ions do have a singularity as t,heir arguments approach the massshell;
this singularit,y is related to the infrared divergence. Since this behavior is well
known, mainly from t’he work of Russian physicists (34), only a brief discussion
needs he given here. Because t#hereis really 110 infrared divergence, there is no
reasonably unamhiguous procedure for separating the infrared from the noninfrared contributions. We shall proceed simply by “analytically continuing” our
previous separation off the massshell.
In place of (2.5), we then have the vertex operat’or13
Pn(P,

P’,

x-1 . . .

kn 1 = S”(p, p’, k,Jp,-l(p,

p’, k, . . . kc,)

(5.12)

+ P!,” (p, p’, kl * . . I+,-1 ; k,, J,
I3 We use here the gauge in which
the renormalized
&P/h? for small k2. We are indebted
to Professors
Johnson
conversations
about the gauge dependence
of the vertex
For further
details,
see Refs. 29 and 36.

photon
propagator
has the form
and Zumino
for several
interesting
function
and electron
propagator.
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where
&y(p, p’, /;) = I!!!!
(aR)3 (k2 _ 2/..p + p2 _ ml;(;:
This leads to equations

analogous to (2.8),

&(p,

- ‘2k.p’

+ p’” - m”)

(5.13)

(2.2) and the final result is

p’) = =p [(YB”Cp, p’)L&‘Cp,

(5.14)

$1,

where

1;)
cYB”(p,
p’) = J g,.1S”P(p,+p’,
ic

2p, = (1 + .r)p + (1 - .r)p’ and 2A,
= ( 1 + s) ( /?12- p”) + (1 - II.) (m’ - p’“).
This exhibit’s the singular behavior which occurs when both p” - rn’ and
,2
P - m’ are small.
A similar discussion may be given for t)he proper electron self-energy part
c(p).
By the same t,ype of argument, it is found that this operator takes t,he
form
C(p)

P, P)l[C’(P) - &‘(P)l + &‘(PI

= esp [&Y(

so that’ t#he complete

(unrenormalized

) propagator

may he mritjten

displaying t.he singularity when p2 - m’ approaches zero.
Had me used the gauge introduced in Section 5(h), this singularit,y
have ocrllrrrd in (-5.17 ), and (5.15) would have been changed to
8i0(
-(gq

d%
s

(f42

(k?p.p'
(#/$

-

2k.p

+

p2

_

+ 2k.pk.p')
m2)(k”

_

(5.16)

2/;.p’

+

pKrg)’

would uot

(5.18)

Wit8h this special gauge the infrared dependence is concentrated in the vertex
operator, and even then it disappears when 1, = p’.
6. SUMMARY

ASI)

l)ISCXJSSIO~

Tn t,his paper we have tried to develop two main points. The first of these,
which is mainly of theoretical interest, is the treatment’ of the infrared divergence
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to all orders of approximation.
In this treat,ment, we have not at)tcmpted to be
absolutely rigorous, but me have emphasized the import,anre of a correct discussion of the problem of overlapping infrared divergences. Our owu discussion
(Appendix A) may seem unnecessarily elaborate, but) we have not, been able to
find a simpler discussion which does not somehow obscure t)he difliculties or iguore
them completely. In any case, the final result, is int)uitivcly very plausible from
the classical argument~s given in the 1nt’roduct)ion. Sumerically the contlribut,ion
from the higher infrared corrections is not likely to be important, for most experiments unless the energy becomes extremely high and the energy resolut,iou very
good. This general discussion is contained mainly in Sections 2 and 4(a), (b).
The second main point’ we have developed is a new practical approach to
problems involving the infrared divergence phenomenon. More or less as a byproduct of the discussion of the complete canrellation of infrared divergences,
we have shown how the infrared divergences may conveniently be separated out
as fact,ors of noninfrared divergent quantities. We have then shown how the real
and virt’ual infrared divergences cancel out in a way which is independent of the
details of the inferactions; this disrussion is given in Section 4. The infrared contributions have a bilinear logarithmic dependence at high energies. One logarithm
comes from the integration of dk/k and the other from the angular integration;
the second logarithm is associated with t,he strong peaking of the photon cross
section in directions parallel to the mot)ion of the charged particles. Because of
this bilinear logarit’hmic dependence, the infrared radiat’ive corrections dominate
ot,her correct,ions to a given order in (Y. There is also st,rong evidence that t,he
logarithms associated with t’he infrared dependence, toget,her with those coming
from the “magnetic t,erms,” and vacuum polarization, give t,he major (if not the
only) terms proportional
to the logarit,hm of the energy. Since the magnetic
terms and vacuum polarization can be easily estimated, the methods presented
in this paper should enable one to make very simple, but accurat#e, estimat,es of
most processes in high energy quantum electrodynamics.
For example, we believe
that t,he Schwinger corr&ion
to elect,ron scattering is very accurate in general,
except, for the nonlogaritlhmic terms.
With t,hc mct)hod of ralculat,ion proposed here, t)he corrected cross se&ions are
given by tertain factors times the mlcorrected Cross section. These factors are
given by the combinations B,,; + Re R;j of Section 1, augmented by t,hc magnetic
and vacuum polarization corrections; except for t,he vacuum polarization, these
fact,ors depend only on t’he external lines and in many cases the vacuum polarization can be est,imated from the external lines. Since they depend only on external
lines, these factors are ext’remely easy to calculat~e except for t,heir dependence on
K,(Q),
t,he maximum photon energy as a function of angle. A careful treatment
of K,(Q)
is much more important than calculation of t,he terms, believed to be
of order I%, whirh cannot be factored in the manner indicated above. Thus, in
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future calculations in quantum electrodynamics
at high energies it, should not he
necessary to make detailed integrat’ions to obtain the matrix elements (unless
one is interested in 1%. awurac*y ) . The main problem mill be to find K, (12)) as
discussed in Section 4, and to carry out the inbegral giving the quantit,y
E’([K,], L1) defined in (4.11 ). We cannot emphasize too strongly t,he importance
of a proper trcat,mcnt of K, . As NC have said previously, K,, may depcncl crititally upon the experimental conditions. So the Aculation mllst he tailored to fit,
the experiment.
For the experimcntalist who may not, have had the patience to read through
our t8heoretjicaldiscussionsin detail, we would like to point out briefly where he
may expect, t.o find results of possible interest,. For his purposes, t,he main result,
of Section 2 is our previously stattd belief t’hat’ t*he Schwingcr correction should
give a quite accurate estimate of radiative corrections to elwtron scattering, even
in heavy elements; in case of high energy resolution, t,he higher infrared corrwt>ionsgiven there may he important’. Section 13contains :I number of practical!
results. Sections 3(a) and :3(h) discusselectron scattering with appreciable energy
loss and give the radiative corrections to the spectrum of scatt#eredelectjrons
which have emit’ted t,remsstrahlung or undergone inelastic scattering, respccGvcly. Section 3(d) treats t’he effect, of target recoil on the radiative corrections. In
electron-proton scattering two such effects arc of opposite sign and reduce the
importance of t.he correction, hut in positron-prot,on scattering they ctnhance
each other and might, hecome significant. Section S(c) contains a discussionof the
effect of time delay in nuclear scattering upon t,he hremsstrahlung. Finally, us
we have said in the previous fern paragraphs, Section 4 contains a discussion of
how the bulk of the radiative corrwtions can be precalculated for an arhit,rary
process. The application of these results depends upon a critical analysis of t,hc
details of an experiment, hut is otherwise cluit,e straightforward.
In concllwion, we mention several points which are left to fut,urc discussion.
For one thing, we do not, rlaim to have presented a rigorous proof, alt.hough we
have tried t’o make our arguments as convincing as possihlc. We have operat,ed
entirely within the framework of perturbation theory; one might hope to seethe
infrared factor extra&et1 independently of perturbation theory, perhaps hy a
canonical transformation. bbally, there is a diffiiculty, which we hare mentioned,
hut, not discussed, in defining “in” and “out” fields in thr presence of infrsrcd
divergences.

This work
has benefited
directly
and indirectly
from conversations
with many
people.
With respect
to the general
t,reatment,
u-e would like particularly
to thank
Professor
Van
Hove and Professor
Lomon
for critical
discussions;
we are also indebted
to Professor
Lomorr
for a critical
reading
of the manuscript.
Conversations
with I>r. Tsai about, his work
on
electron-electron
scattering
provided
strong
motivation
for the study
of the dominant
radiative
corrections.
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OF THE INFRAREI)
MATRIX
ELEMENTS

FACTORS

FROM

THE

In this Appendix we shall st,udy the matrix element of an arbitrary processin
order to show how the infrared divergence associated with any one of the photons
(real or virtual) may be fact,ored out,. It, will be necessary to examine the overlapping divergences very carefully in order to verify that the cxt,ra&on of an
infrared factor for a given photon will not result in an increased infrared divergence relative to the other photons. For the purposes of the Appendix, it will
prove convenient t’o introduce a special not,ation for terms which are not infrared
divergent in cert’ain photon momenta and are not worse than normal (i.e., not
worse than logarit,hmic ) in the remaining phot,on momenta. The notation is
Z<(k, , X-j, . .) where the k’s t’hat appear explicitly are t)he ones which do not,
lead to an infrared divergence upon integration. The notat’ion may be considered
as analogous to t,he notat,ion for “order of;” it, indicates a propert’y, not a particular functional form. In t’he end, these terms can he identified with the various
pi” (with i # 0) occurring in Sections 2 and 4.
The method used for the ext’rartion of the infrared divergence fact,ors is basically the sameas that given in a previous paper (14) for the treatment of real
photon emission, hut, it has heen simplified by relating it more direct’ly to gauge
invariance and has also been extended to the treatment of virtual photons. In
view of the discussion of Sect’ion 2 and Appendix B, we can treat) all the photons
as dist,inguishable and insert them independently ill all possible ways into the
various Feynman diagrams; the overcountjing of cont’ributions is then automatically compensat,ed for by the combinat,orial fact’ors multiplying the integrals. Consider t,hen the l~eynman diagram C; for some process, and the set of
diagrams obtained by inserting one ndditjional photon (real or virt’ual) into G in
all possible ways. For the moment we consider only diagrams in whirh there arc
no closed charge loops; the generalization to closed loops will be discussedat, the
end of this Appendix. It, will be convenient to divide this set of diagrams into
various subsets and consider in detail two different cases.Case (a ) will consist
of a subset of diagrams in which only one end of a photon line t’erminates on a
given charge line in all possible ways; the other end of t’he phot’on line is &her
external or it terminat,es on a different’ charge line and is held fixed. Case (b)
will consist of a subset of diagrams in which both ends of a virt,ual phot’on line
terminat,e on t,he same charge line. After the results for these two special cases
are obtained, it will be immediately evident how the complete result is to be
const,ructed from them.
CASE

(a)

For definiteness, assumethat t,he charge line is that of an electron, and that
the photon is virtual; the result may easily be altered for other caseslatter. The
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original electron line is indicated in lcig. 1; t’he shaded area represents all possible
intBeractions of the electron: pot8ent8ial interactions,
photons exchanged wit’h
other electrons, real phot#on emission and absorption, and virtual photons emitted
and reabsorhed by t,he same electron. The additional photon line is now to he
t’erminated on the electron line in all possible ways. Our aim will be to show that
the sum of these contributions
has the following form: it, will he a certain infrared
multiplier times t,he contribution represented hy Fig. 1 plus a residue which will
have no infrared divergence with respect to the new photon and will be no worse
than normal with respect t#o the original photons.
Let yL be the four-moment’um
knlsferred
at the ith vertex of the electron line
(t,he v&ices are ordered in the dire&on of the arrow on the electron line) ; the
matrix element corresponding to G will then contain a factor of the form

where
P’ = p + c

yi

corresponding
to this electron line. This factor is t#o be mult,iplied by factors
coming from other element,s of the diagram and integrated over the Qi’s, subject
t,o t#he condition that, p’ be held fixed.
We consider first the simple case where p’ is nearly parallel to p; t,his restriction
will be removed later. We adopt the convention t,hat the four-momentum
of an
intermediate electron propagator is given in t,erms of p and the yi transferred to
t’he electron line before the propagat#or (rather than p’ and the pi transferred
after the propagator).
Suppose the additional photon removes the four-moment8a
k from t,he electron line; then it5 will be necessary to adjust, the vi’s slightly from
their values in G. The new values qi , will differ from the old ones by an amount
of order k and will satisfy the relation
p'

=

p

+

F

pi

-

(A-3 j

k.

The qi will lze held fixed while the additional photon is inserted in all possible
ways. If the photon is real, it may he necessary to adjust, p’ as well, because of
energy conservation.
First, consider the contribution
obtained by insert’ing the additional phot#on
before all other interactions, Icig. 3(b); the resulting factor in the matrix element!
is
aP,r(p

- k, qi)(p

= .t&r(p

- k - wzP’y;up

- li, iji)U,

2P, - x-,
k? - 2k.p - Q,,r(p

/
- k, q,) ;wp

(A-3)
UP.
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The singu1arit.y of order (l/k) in the first, t.erm, in combination with other factors,
leads to an infrared divergence. As discussedin SeeCon 2, the form of t#hist,erm
has been extended to large k in a way which provides a natural high-energy cutoff
in the later integration over t,he infrared factor; it also has a structure which insures that the separat,ion of the infrared factor is gauge invariant. The second
t,erm, which is in the form of a magnetic moment int,eraction, is not, infrared divergent in the k-integration and is no more infrared divergent t#han initially in
the other variables; hence it, is of the form K(k) . The first term is approximated
by set,ting k equal to zero inside the matrix r, with t,hc result,

The difference between this approximation and t,he first term of (A-3) is

Since the square bracket vanishes for k, = 0, ib may appear that this term has
no infrared divergence in k and should be considered part of K(k). In fact, this
difference requires a very careful treatment becauseof the overlapping infrared
divergences; it, is possiblefor t,he difference to be just as divergent, as either term
separately. There is a simple way of interpreting (A-.5), suggestedby E’eynnran’s
treatment of gauge invariance (36). Let ~,(p, g; ; k) be t>hemat’rix element for
the emission of t,he additional photon from the int’ernal part of the electron line
as in Fig. S(C). Using t,hc operator identity

mj-’ - (p + K - m)-*,

(p + K - k - m)-‘k(p + K - vz 1-l = (p + K - k -

Feynman has shown that if a photon of polarization k, is emitt.ed from an electron
line, the net contribution to the matrix element is zero. This result corresponds
t,o the following makix identity
/iJ'(p,

fji

; k)

=

r(p

-

k,

4;)

-

r(p, qi).

(A-6)

Thus the combined contribution from (A-5 ) and all int8ernalphoton emissionsis
contained in the single expression
2Pil -

ii,,

k, I;Xhx

A, -I- k? - 2k.p

?~

P,

This corresponds to t,he following snbstit,ut,ion for t,he emission operator for
phot,ons emitted from internal lines
2p,
Yr

-+

YP +

k” -

-

Ii,

2lc.p

k = gF.

(A-8)
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to notice t’hat t,his new emission operator

is gauge invariant:

k,y” = 0.
Sow consider a particular contribution to (Ll-i) arising from the ins&on
of
t,he photon into a line of four-momentum
p + Q where Q is t,he sum of the q1 prcceding the line under considerat ion. This insertion will modify this internal
propagator in the following way :
(p + Q - m-l

--) (p + 0 - k - m)-’
(p + 0 - na)-‘.

(A-9)

Later electron lines are also modified by the substitution
p -+ p - li. In t,his
form we can see why the singularity in the yi integration may be increased by
the extraction of the infrared factor for k. When & and X: are simultaneously
small, the single small denominat,or in I? has beeu replaced by two small denominators in (A-7). Fort’unately, this additional singularity cancels out3 as a result
of combining the t)wo contributions
by the suhst#itution (A-8). Ratjionalizing the
first, factor of (A-g), we find

1
((3 - Jq2 + 2(& - li) ‘p

2pfi -3 p k (p + 0 - m)
yr + jllI--zk.

(2p, - &J&.li
k”-2k.p

(A-10)
- ; [k, Y+ ‘I (P + 0 - m)-‘.

None of the three terms in t,he curly bracket’ can cause any new difficulty when
& is small. In the first’, one of the extra denominat.ors is canceled. In the second
the numerator vanishes when I$ = 0. To see that the third term causes no
trouble, set & = 0 in the fact’or in front’ of the bracket. The 1~integration will
then be perfectly convergent at 1; = 0, showing that this factor is not really
singular at @ = 0.
Adding to (A-d) the contjribution from the diagram in which the photon is
emitted after all the other interactions, we oht)ain t,he expression
(A-11)
This is the main result’ of the discussion for Case (a) specialized to the situation
p’ % p. If we like, we may replace 4; by pi in t.he spinor mat#rix element; the correction is again of the form K(k) .
Special care is required if the G in the electron line contains self energy parts
on the external lines. Some of the Q’s will then he identically zero. It is not hard
to show that these parts will produce the same wave function renormalization
in
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our final result,, (A-l I), as in t,he original matrix element. We skip t<he details
of the proof.
We should now discuss how the restriction to small energy-momentum
transfer
can be removed. If we have such a large transfer, we assume that at least one of
the pi’s is large. It is now convenient. t,o work from bot,h ends toward t,he middle
of the electron line where these hard momentum t,ransfers take place. The
electron lines before tht first, hard interaction are labeled with p and the qi’s
t,ransferred up to the given point, and t’he electron lines nft,er the last hard interaction are lab&d with p’ and the qi’s t)ransfrrred aft,rr thr given point. If the
additional photon is added t)o the initial external line, /i will then appear only in
the lines before the first, hard interaction (the hard interactions can absorb the
change in I; wit.hout. int.roducing any divergence). If wc set, I; cc~ual t.o zero in
these lines, we again obt,ain a result like (A-J) ; the error made introduces no new
infrared divergence if we t)ake into acrount all other ways of inserting the addiConal photon before the first hard interact,ion. The insertion of soft’ photons in
all ways after the last hard interaction may hc handled in t,he same way, and
we again obtain (A-l 1 ).
We can summarize our result as follows. If we insert one end of an additional
virtual photon line into an open elect,ron line in all possihle ways, we will find
two types of cont,rihutions. The first will be t.he original f&or
in the mnt,rix
element multiplied hy
R,(p, p’, 1;) =
which

l,F-

,,r;

+ 2”’ + “,
I? + 2k . p

(-4-E)

has heen chosen to be gauge invariant
ls,R” = 0

(A-13)

and to provide a natural cut,off at large k. The second type is the residue which is
well behaved as k + 0.
The corresponding
result’ for real photon emission is obtained by t,he same
argument,s. In t,his case the infrared contribut.ion to the matrix element is ohtained by multiplying the original matrix element by the factor
RJP,

P’, k) = (6

-

&)-

(A-14)

Since k2 = 0, there is now no need to keep the k in t,he numerator for gauge invariance; it may be incorporated in the terms of form K(k). We simultaneously
neglect l? = X2in t’he denominator since it also gives a change of the form K(/c) .
The results given in (A-12, 14) apply to any charged parMe. For example,
wit,h spin zero particles, there are two types of electromagnet’ic vertices, corresponding to single or double photon emission or absorption. Thus the additional
photon may terminat,e either on one of t,he boson propagat’ors of the original
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diagram or at one of the single phot,on vertices of the original line, converting it
into a double one. Sincae the latt’er type of termination
does not increase the
numher of denominators which can be small, it is of t,he form K(k). The discussion for the case where t)he photon tcrminatts
in a single vertex closely parallels
the discussion for the clect,ron line, only it is somewhat simpler. E’or example,
there is no contribution
corresponding to the second term of (A-3) or the first
and tbird main trrms of the bracket of (A-10).
If we are considering real photon production, each open charged line will contrihnt,e a factor R, to the mat’rix clement. This factor depends only on the external lines and not’ the specific form of G. WC therefore have the result that, the
matrix element for the emission (or absorption)
of one additional phot,on while
the other external lines are held fised is given by

where N is t,he mat,rix element for the original process, including all virtual
phot#ons and potBential interactions and &,,(p; , pi’, li) is the emission operator
for t,he it,h particle. If two or more of the particles in t’he initial or final states are
identical, the total photon emission operator of (A-15) will be symmetric in the
variables of those particles and t)he overall symmetfry of the new matrix element
will he t,he same as that of the original one. That is, t’he individual 8, are not
invariant to the interchanges that, t#ake place when contjrihut’ions from eschange
diagrams are added together to form M, but, t,heir sum is invariant.
If the addiCona1 photon is virtual and it’ terminat,es on t,wo different elect,ron
lines, our analysis can be carried t,hrough for each line separately and the result
will be a product’ of two factors of the form of (A-12), with the sign of X:reversed
in one of the t*wo fact’ors (representing the fact that) momentum is taken from
one line and added to the other). Kow, hecause of the possibilit#y of exchange,
we must consider t’he effect, on each diagram G separately. The correction obtained hy adding one virtual photon of momentum k which connects t,mo different,
charged lines is t#o multiply the original matrix element corresponding to G by
t,he fact,or

1
After we have &died
is symmetric.
C)ASE

the case (b), we will see that) t,hr final complete expression

(b)

If both ends of a photon line terminat,e on a single electron line, there will he
ult,raviolet as well as infrared divergencies. The ultraviolet divergencies are associated with the mass renormalization
and the spurious charge renormalizat’ion.
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The spurious charge renormalization
also has an infrared dioergcnce in t,he usual
gauge. The mass renormalization
will he handled hy the usual procedure of direct
cancellation by a counter term. The cont.rihutions from various diagrams will he
grouped so that t,he spurious charge renormalization
cancels out direct,ly. For
simplicit,y, assume that, t#he electIron line initially has no self-energy parts on cxt,ernal lines; it is obvious that our result will be correct) for the more general case
where there are initially wave function renormalizations.
We first study t,he class of diagrams where the additional photon dots not, yield
a wave function renormalization.
The procedure will he as follow:
hold one end
of the photon line fixed at a point, after the first interaction and sum over all (‘ontrihutions corresponding to insertions of the other end at points before t,he fixed
point. This class of diagrams is illustrated generally in Fig. 2(d), (f), (g) ; if the
fixed point is on the final rxtrrnal line, the class of graphs is illust’rated in Fig.
2(a), (e). hs is well known, all ultraviolet divergencies for t)his set mill cunc~l as a
consequence of Ward’s identity (;3?) (rscept for the case where t*he fixed point is on
the final ext,ernal lint ; this cancellation requires wave function renormalization ) .
F’inally sum over all contributions
corresponding
to different positions of the
fixed point.
The ront,ribution from Fig. 2(d), Tvith the fixed point an interior point,, mill
contain a factor of the form
l(.,,r,tp

+ Q -

m)-‘Y,(P

+

Q-

k -

m-’

where rl and rz are mat’rirrs representing the factors arising from the parts of
t,he graph before and after the fixed point, respect,ively. The quantity J? defined
in ~~4-1 i is just the product, r2(p + Q - rnj--‘rl,
with k set equal t,o zero. The
mat,rix rl(p, qi) satisfies an ident.ity similar t.o (‘A-G), and we may accordingly
follow t,he same procedure as in Case (a). The contribution arising from the difference between rl(p - /i, q,) and rl(p, y,1 is comhincd wit,h the contribution
from those graphs in P’ig. 2(f) where the variable end of the phot’on terminates
between the first and last interactions in rl . As hefore, this just corrrsponds
to
the substitut,ion (.4-8) and hy the same arguments as before it is easily sern t)hat
this net cont,ribution does colktain an ultraviolet di\wgrnw
(rtpon integrat,ion
with respect, t.o X-1 which is associated with a vert,ex part. for the last int,eract,ion
in r, .
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to he studied is

The first main term in the curly bracket corresponds to j-4-1G ) , with k set equal
to zero in I’1 ; the second term corresponds to the one graph of I’ig. 2(f) in which
t,he photon is emitted and reabsorbed on the same int,ernal elec+ron line; and the
third t,erm is a factor in the integrand which gives the mass renormalization.
WC
will now argue that this whole expression is of form K(k). We see that the second
part, of the first main term together with the second term has the structure of
(A-9), if that expression is multiplied by yp from the left. This mcnns t.hat we
have a caontribution of the form of i.4-IO) multiplied by y,, from the left,. Examination shows that the contribution corresponding to the first two terms of (-4-10 )
is of the form k’(k) and that the lust term contributes to the mass renormalization. Thus the curly bracket of (X-17) reduces to

The new first t,erm is obviously of the form K( IO. Due to cancellations, the second and t#hird terms will also give a net restdt of the form k’(k); in showing this
it, is convenient to use symmetry to make the substitution k -+ p( k.p)/m’
in the
second term and k -+ (p + Q )I<. (p + (21: (p + (2)’ in the third term. Thusthe
infrared divergence due to (A-17 ) disappears; it of (course contains an ultraviolet’ divergence which is necessary (from general principles ) to cancel the ultraviolet divergence mentioned at the end of the preceding paragraph.
Finally, me consider the case where the fixed point is on the final external line.
The first. graph of t.his c&s is shown in I’ig. .)(a) ; its contributiou is
_ “p-k
1
“” F-z “1;. p p’ _ k _ 7r, r(p
By the usual argument,

-

k, g,)tr,

+ K(k).

this may be replaced by
(,4- 18)

We can now identify the infrared part of the spurious charge renormalizat,ion
most easily by setting p’ ecplal to r, in (-1-18). ,4ftclr this spurious charge renormalization is removed, the result for Case (11) is found to be
(A-19)
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It is again apparent t,hat the separation of the infrared factor is gauge invariant.
The square of the individual terms in t,he bracket. are represented diagrammatically
in l*‘ig. 2b, c, t.he usual wave function renormalization
diagrams. It. is clear that
we have to add to (A-15) t,he following contrihut’ion from graphs in which the
addiCona1 photon is at,tached to a single electron line.

c
(2Pi
k),
_
@pi
It),
?.
2(z,)4(Lz
- A")
i
1[
1 (A-20)
‘1

1

I;2 - 2k.pi

[

(P - 2k.p’)

The complet’e result for both real and virtual phot80ns is summarized in Section 4b.
It is intcrest.ing t.o not.e that the wave fun&ion renormalization
cont,ained in
(A-19) cont,ains all t.hc ultraviolet, as well as t.he infrared divergence, although it
does miss some finite renormalization.
Details will not, be given here, but) may
be seen most easily by considering the radiative correct,ions t,o the lowest, order
Born approximat’ion electron scattering. In this case the only other possible ultraviolet, divergence in the vertex fun&on
comes from the contribution
of the
“magnet,ic terms” on both initial and final lines; from the palticular way t,hat
these t,erms were defined, it t.urns out t,hat, t.he part t)hat would be infinite actually
gives no contribution.
By Ward’s identity (32), t.here is t.hen no additional
infinity in the wave fun&ion renormalizat’ion.
CLOSED

LOOPS

Except for the usual charge renormalization
associated wit’h real and virtual
photon lines, the presence of closed charge loops does not alter our result. To see
this, consider a closed loop on which four or more external photon lines terminate
(by external we mean here external to t.he closed loop). If t.he four-moment,um
of one of the photons vanishes, the factor associated wit,h this loop will vanish.
This follows from t’he fact’ t,hat we can always obtain the expression for a zeromomentum photon by different,iat,ing a lower order expression wit’h respect to
P, , the momentum carried around the loop by t,he charged particle. We t,hen
have an integral of a perfect’ derivat)ive, and t’he result is zero. Thus if a soft
photon connect,s to a closed charge loop it, will automat,ically give a cont8ribut’ion
of order K( k ) (except. for vacuum polarizat,ion loops where it gives t.he proper
charge renormalization).
POSSIBLE

COMPLICATIONS

IS THE

ARGUMENT

The construction
of a general, yet simple and rigorous, proof of t,he infrared
factorizat,ion has not yet been accomplished. The preceding discussion show how
some of the more obvious of t’he confluences (or overlaps ) of infrared divergences
may be eliminated. In the interest’s of simplicity in presenting the main line of
the argument, several possible sources of further difficulty were glossed over.
Some of these will now be mentioned, and arguments will be given why they do
not in fact upset the main result.
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(i) As we have seen, the infrared divergence phenomenon is associat’ed with
those photons which terminate on electron lines whose four-moment’s
is on, or
very close to, the mass shell. We have only considered t,he possibility t’hat. the
electron line is cxt#ernal, or nearly external; hut, what about, the possibility that
the el&ron
line is int,ernal and lies between two large moment,um kansfers?
This point may be seen by considering (h-10) uiider the conditions that’ & is large,
but (Q’ + 2p.a) is small. The arguments for neglecting (A-10) no longer hold.
This difficulty is dealt wit,h by the observation that & is, in effect, a variable of
intcgrat,ion; with regard to tht &integration,
the first facator in (A-10) is a pole,
and there is no ohvious difficulty when k + 0.
(ii) If the total moment~um transfer is small, the approximation
q, -+ qi , used
shortly after (h-l 1)) will become invalid if k is t’oo large. Rather than indicating
a breakdown in the proof, however, t,his may be interpret#ed as a rest’riction on
how small k must be if the infrared term in Ii is to give a good approximation hy
itself. Thus if /< y y (q is the total momentum transfer), we may call the phot)on
“Soft,” and claim that, its infrared colltribution,
as defined hy our part)icular
separation, dominaks
other cont)ributions. If I< y y, the photon is “hard” and
noninfrared contributions
may dominate. These remarks are supported by the
intuitive semiclassical arguments given in the lnt,roduction. Since the scat’tering
region cannot8 he localized to a region of dimensions smaller than q-l, the spectrum
is expected to depart from t,he infrared form for 1; 5 y. It is import,ant, t,o point
out that these remarks do not invalidate the discussion of spurious charge rcnormalizat,ion given in Sect,ion 5(b). In that casethe virtual phot,on under discussion has hot’h ends terminating on a single electron line ( Case (b ) of the present
Appendix) ; there is then no difference between qZ and qi and this part,icular
approximat8ion need not be made.
(iii) The discussionof closed loops could have a difficulty if the differentiation
with respect to p, makes the intrgrand singular; then integration by parts could
not be carried out, to give zero. However, from the structure of t’hescclosed loops
there is no known reason why such singularities should occur.
The listing we have just, made is surely not, exhaustfive. It is given mainly to
show that, the det#ailedpresentation of a rigorous proof might he prohihit)ively
complicated, hut that the approximations made in our argument are intuitively
very plausihlr.
APPENDIX
BASIC

B. DISCUSSION
OF COMBINATORIAL
PROCESS
CONTAINS
REAL
OR

FACTORS
WHEN
VIRTUAL
PHOTONS

THE

The discussionof Se&ion 2 was somewhat,simplified by the fact, that the basic
processwas due to potential scat,tering and did not contain any virtual photons.
Thus it was not necessary somehow to dist’inguish the virtual photons producing
the basic interactlion from those which give the radiative corrections to the basic
process. The presence of real photons in the basic process causes no difficulty.

If they are not observed (manifest,ing themselves only by an energy loss), t,hey
are already included in the t’reatment, of Sections 2 and S(a). If they are ohserved, t.hey are given by the t.reatment in Section 3(c). The main prohiem is to
establish that the set of Eqs. (2.2) is correct, in more general situations.
By definitlion, dlo is the lowest order contJrihution to the matrix element for
t’he given process. Let, C(Mo) be the set of graphs CA, which cont,ribute t,o 31,) .
Each of these graphs will have the minimum number of virtual phot,ons, no required for the process to take plare. The lowest order contribution
csan thus be
written :

03-i j
The integrand po contains a sum over contributlions from t#he various graphs in
C(M,). As in Section 2, all photons are inserted into each graph independently.
Also, each term in pa contains I~Od-functions which fix the k’s in terms of the
ext,ernal four-momenta. All higher graphs can be obt,aiwd by adding photon lines
into the graphs in t.he set. C’(M,), possibly in several different ways. If t,here are
n addit,ional phot,ons inserted in all possible ways, the matrix element may he
writ,ten

Each term in pm contains no d-functions relating the k's to the external fourmoment,a, but, leaving c of t.hem to be integrated over. The rest of the analysis
goes through just as before, and me find

The analysis leading to the infrared exponential
Section 2, Eqs. (2.5) through (2.12) particularly.
/Jn(h . . . .kt+no) = c

2

PvrI,L 4

1
r!(n0

+

n

-

r)!

follows the same pattern as in
In place of (2.9) we find

ir S(ki(P,-,(&+I
id

. . . k+,,),

(B-1)

while (2.12) becomes
(B-5)
The integrand Pn is a sum of terms, each of which has ?zOa-functions
k’s t.o the external four-momenta.

relating the
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C

Details of the calculation of B,j and Bij will be given in this Appendix.
basic integral required for the evaluation of Bij is

The

(C-l)

where 2p, = ( 1 + .r )pi + ( 1 - .I‘ )pj . With t,he change of variables J =
k/'il? + )12)1’2 t,he k-integration
is then easily evaluated in the limit, X -+ 0:

where

In the extreme relat,ivist,ic limit (with pi.pj >> m,mj), the main contribution
t,o
this integral will come from that, region of x where pz2 is small; in this region Gij
tends to be small, cancelling out t,he small denominator. Thus t#he 0;; contribution t,o B;j should be of order unity, not log (Elm) . The complete result for E;j
may then be written
B-,

=

lnk:mi

ZiOiZjOj

21

i

27r

X?Ei

rn,j

-

G,j(l)

-

Cij(-1)

E,,

2 -*p,’ 2,’

_ p;*pj j ldz
~

[i,l~~

-

2~ij(:r)

-

111’ (C-4)

It is not desirable to carry the calculatjion further at’ this stage because there
will be some cancellations wit!h terms from Bij .
For purposes of calculation, it is convenient to rewrite Bij in t#he form
-i-Z,
Bij

=

0;
873

Zj

Bj

d4k 1
2pi Oi
s 1;” - x” \ j$ _ gk.p/8,

+

2pj
’
li’ + 2x-.pj e])
Oj

(C-5)
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arc

(C-6)

and

(C-7)
=--

a2i
I
2 .-I

1

dx ln p:’ +

co&.

where 2p,’ = (1 + x)p$lL - (1 - .c)p,0j. The constant8 in (C-7) is infinite,
but, it cancels out, when the various terms are added to the form (C-5) ; the rancellat,ion is unambiguous since (C-5 ) coilverges in the ultraviolet.
Using these
results:, we find that Bij is given by
Bij =
(C-8)
+ a 1: In i&
There arc now t,wo cases t,o consider (0; = f0j).
equal to pz2 and B;, is real. Thus we have

2 ,

dx) .

If 0i = - 0j , then p:’ is

Under the conditions pi. pi >> mimj and (pi - pj)” < 0, t,he leading (logarit,hmic)
terms of (C-9) are found to be
B;j + Re B.ij cz

-ZiBjZjBj

2s

ln 2Pf
mi
i(

- 1

.Pj
Vtj

(C-10)

+ i ln I(Pi - Pj)21
2
m;
mj

The evaluation of some of these integrals, and also those for the condition
(pi - pi)” > 0, will be given at the end of this Appendix.
In case Bi = 8, , p.L* will have two zeroes within the range of integration. These
zeroes are to be interpreted by adding a small negative imaginary part to pz ;
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t,his will result in an imaginary contribution
to B<j , the physical intjerpretntjion
of which has been given in Section -2(b). Let t,he roots of p:’ = 0 be s1 and ~‘2,
wit,h x2 > .rl ; then the poles of (C-8) owur at x2 + ic and x1 - ic, where t is
small and positive. We also choose the branch cuts for In p:” so tha,t thep do not
cross the R‘ axis; the branch must he chosen so that, Im (In ~1’) = 0 for .c = 1
or -1. Kow it is a property of the apwial form of the dcnominat.or combining
integral we have used t.hnt if y = 1 IX,
12

2 i -2

(y = 1,‘:r).

PiI = p,: .I

(C-11)

This permits us to transform the first integral in (C-8) as follows:

The first, t,erm on the right’ side of (C-12) is real and gives the samecontribut,ion
to Bii as in the caseof the corresponding term with 0, = -0, .
The t,hird term on the right has no logarithmic dependence on m; or m i . To
seethis, we set,m, = mj = 0 in p:‘. The int,egral then becomes
(C-13)
More exactly, the int,egral could be expressed in t,erms of Spence functions. We
shall not, give the details here.
The middle term of (C-12) is also easily evaluated. The singularit,ies occur at
-1
-1
= xl’ - ie and z1 = .rr’ + it. WC therefore write
z2
P,.! = 12(&S

-

1)(&P

-

I),

(C-14)

where
d = >l;[mL2+

7lZj'

+

2p,'pj]

> 0.

Then

(C-15)
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Since the roots of p:’ = 0 arc
x, = -(mi’
L

- mj’) f 2 [(Pi.Pj)’ - m; mjy

(C-16)

4iz

We find easily
mIn -P,

2

x2&
s-x

27ri

=

[(pi.pj)2 - mi2mj2]l/? In

pz2

r

4[(pi*pj)’

-

T/Zi2mj2]

[ 1m?+mj3-2pi.pjjX2

1

(C-17)

- i?re(x; 22) .
I
In t,he center-of-mass system (pi = -pj

p(Ei

27l-i
+

= p), this reduces furt,her to

4p2(E; + Ej)”
x” / 2(mz” + mj2) _ (&
In
1
iI

Ej)

+ Ej)Z j

1.

- zTe(xl 4.

(c-18)

In the extreme relativistic limit for both particles, this is
~ 27ri
y In ‘f .
P

(C-19)

On t’he other hand, in the limit that m, -+ CO, it becomes

and for rni = rnj , it is

This confirms the discussionabout t,he Coulomb phase shifts given at the end of
Section 4(b). In summary, Ey. (C-9) is correct for both Cases(0, = +0i) except
for terms of nonlogaribhmic order.
This Appendix will be concluded wit,h a discussion of t’he integrals occurring
in (C-9) and the extraction of the contributions of logarithmic order from them.
The simplest integral is

sldx 4
-=

-1 Pz2

1

(Pi - Pj)” (x1 - x2)

ln (1 - x1)(1 +x0)
(1 + X1)(1 - .C?) ’

(C-20)

where .rl and x2 are the roots of pz’ = 0. Under the assumption that pi.pj >> mimi
(high-energy approximation), t#heseroots are
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(C-21)

and (C-20)

reduces to

s

’ d.c
-1 io,‘?

The next more complicated

s
-1

l 111p,2 dX = 2 In 1 (pi -

(C-22)

integral to be considerrd
1+ $

pj)'/4

is

{ (1 - ;T;) 1111r; - 1 1
(C-23)

- 2 + (1 + Xi) 111j Xi + 1 j ) LS 2 In i (pi - pj) I’,
where terms of order unity have heen neglected in the approximate
The most complicated integral appearing in (C-9) is

form.

Evaluation in closed form requires the use of Spence functions; here we shall
simply pick out, the leading logarithmic orders. To do t)his, it is necessary to consider two cases separately.
CASE(~)

Momentum
difference space-like, (pi - p,)’ < 0. The roots (C-21) are of
opposite sign and greater t’han 1 in magnitude: s1 > 1, .r: < - 1. As a definite
example, take Ej 2 Ei , then the root of E,z = 0 is
.r’

Ej
bm

=

Keglerting terms of nonlogaritjhmic
easily evaluated

s

1 lt1 I<,

-1 .r - .rz

+

Ei
>

1.

order, the integral involving
dz g In Ej In ~2Pi'Pj

.

the pole at x2 is

(C-25)

WLj’

The integral involving the pole at. .rl requires special care since In E, may vary
rapidly near I = 1 if Ej >> Bi . Rewriting the integral
’ 1nE

s-1x2 - Xldx =

- ln Ei In
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and making the variable
y =

change

1 + 4 (I - 21)
1 + ((1 - s) ’

we easily find

(C-26)
and
(C-27)

This, together wit.h the two previous integrals, leads to the approximation
CASE:

(C-10).

(h)

Momentum difference time-like, (pi - pj)” > 0. This case can occur only if
the masses are unequal, and large logarithms arise only if the masses arc very
different. Thus, with Ej > E’i , the conditions rnt > 2pi.Pj
- rn: >> m: must,
hold, and the roots are ordered as follows: .r2 > s’ > x1 > 1. The integral (C-26)
remains unchanged; hut in place of (C-25) we find

The appropriate

/- s: Ml ; y,

fZ.c = In E; 11~‘Pi;,4

-1 g-%2
s

change of integrat!ion

contributions

is

1 + [(l - 2)
-1 - ((1 - 22)

l--YY
and the logarit,hmic

variables

%)I &

are given by
(C-28)

Thus

s-

l 111 E,

-1

p,”

&

=

~ 1
Pi.Pi

i

ln E, Ej Ill 2Ej
mi

mj

ln g

ln 2,
J

+

i In2 2
1

1

(C-29)

+ i ln2

2Pi.Pi
( mj2

for mi2 > 2pi.pj.
The result for t,he situation where rn: > 2pi.pj
tained from (C-29) by subsMuting
rn: for mj2 in the last term.
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Note added in proof: Overlapping
divergences
are also treated
paper
Haeringen
[Physica
26, 289, 306 (1960)].
S ince the present
have appeared
in which
the overlapping
divergence
problem

in a recent work by W. Van
was prepared,
other papers
has been circumvented
or

ignored.
One of these (Caianiello
and Okuho,
submitted
to iVnow
C’irnento)
uses a special
formation
of field theory;
no mention
is made of overlapping
divergences,
but the claim is
made
(private
communication
from E. R. Caianiello)
that
because
of the symmetrical
treatment
such divergences
never appear.
Another
treatment
[T. Murota,
Proyr.
Theoret.
Phys. Japan 24, 1109 (1960)] is based on a separation
of the Hamiltonian
into hard and sofi
photon
parts and involves
operator
analysis
to treat, the soft photon
part to all orders.
A
third
approach
[Okuho,
N~row (‘imento,
18, 70 (1960) and Ii. E. Erikson,
Nwz!o C’imenlo 19,
1010 (1961) ] uses a graphics1
analysis
but divides
the photons
into hard ar~tl soft. ones with
an arbitrary
separation
energy
E’. Infrared
divergences
are now associated
with all graphs
in which all soft photons
are external
to all hard photons.
When all such contributions
are
combined
symmetrically
the result
is easily
summed
to an csponcnt~ial
form
(as in the
present
paper)
and the cancellation
between
real and virual
photons
may be demonstrated.
Eriksson
then uses the fact that the result, can not actually
depend
on B to rewrite
his espressions
in a form similar
to that of the present
paper.
Since this third
approach
is actually closest to the present
paper, some further
comparisons
rnny be appropriate.
It appears
t,hat this approach
is more transparent
than t.hr proof we have given and it, may make our
ilppendix
unnecessary
if the only
sim is to show t.he cancellat.ion
of the infrared
divergences. However,
our proof does sho\v that large contribut,ions
(relat.ive
order E2/!W2) arising from soft photon
emission
between
hard photon
interactions
are cancelled
by the
contribution
(.4-5).
Also, our approach
indicates
that, t.he infrared
factor
will dominate
the &dependence
to fairly
high energies
(t,here i a no need for restrictions
like 1 X: / << nl).
Finally,
we have shown how to rearrange
the integrand
s so that they have no infrared
singularities
[e.g., see Eq. (2.8)];
this is in contrast,
to the situation
where
the integrated
quant,ities
have no divergence
hut separate
integrands
may require
an infrared
cutoff.
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